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MAINE FISHERMEN’S FORUM
CONVENES MARCH 1-3

NEW APPROACHES BENEFIT
MAINE’S LOBSTER CO-OPS

By MLA staff

By Melissa Waterman

Next month, fishermen, researchers, environmental organizations, students
and others will gather at the Samoset Resort in Rockport for the 43rd annual
Maine Fishermen’s Forum. The three-day event begins on Thursday, March 1,
and is full of presentations on everything from seaweed to shellfish.

The coast of Maine is dotted with fishing cooperatives. They may be in small harbors with just ten or twenty members, or larger businesses with 80-plus fishermen
involved. Each is run by its members, for its members, yet each approaches the
task slightly differently. Landings continues its series examining how Maine’s fishing cooperatives operate and how they are coping with a constantly shifting economic and environmental landscape.

The Forum begins with Shellfish Day on March 1, a full day of presentations on
Maine’s wild and farmed shellfish industry. The theme this year is “Economics
and Business Innovation.” Experts in harmful toxic blooms, shellfish aquaculture, green crab control and public health standards will speak to those in the
industry and the general public. Thursday will also offer a First Aid and CPR
training, and an update on the eMOLT
program.

The Friday night auction at the
Forum raises funds for student
scholarships. MFF photo.

First up on Friday morning is the 64th annual meeting of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association. During the meeting, the
MLA will say goodbye to its long-time
president, David Cousens of South
Thomaston, who will be stepping down
after 27 years. At the meeting the board
will elect its new president. Also on
Friday, the results of the long-anticipated
economic study of the lobster industry
will be presented. This study examines
the value of Maine’s lobster industry
Continued on page 16

It’s a familiar picture: a fleet of lobster boats offloading the day’s catch at their
co-op’s dock, the crew hoisting crates into a waiting truck, the boats baiting
up for the next day’s fishing. Maine’s fishermen’s co-ops have chugged along
in the same fashion
for decades, providing
their members with
a modest but reliable
dividend at year’s end.
That began to change
in the last decade. As
Maine’s lobster landings skyrocketed during an unstable world
economy, Maine lobster dealers scrambled
to expand markets
and lobstermen saw

Vinalhaven Fishermen’s Co-op administrative
manager Emily Lane helps her members become
better businessmen. J. Monkman photo.

Continued on page 7
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MLA PRESIDENT TO STEP
DOWN AFTER 27 YEARS
by Melissa Waterman
“I’ve burned out ten trucks going to meetings over the years. I was
putting 40,000, 50,000 miles on them going to meetings all over the
place,” recalled David Cousens, president of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association (MLA). Next month Cousens will step down as the organization’s president, the fourth man to hold that position in the
MLA’s 64-year history.
Cousens, 60, still bursts with the sort of energy and sharp opinions
he had when he took over from MLA president Ed Blackmore in
1991. At that time annual
lobster landings in Maine
were a little over 30 million
pounds. Maine lobstermen
still had the ability to move
among the state’s different fisheries, rigging over
for scallops, shrimp, herring and other valuable species as the year progressed.
The New England Fishery
Management
Council
(NEFMC) held regulatory
authority for the fishery and
groundfishermen dominated the Council.
Cousens first came to the
attention of Ed Blackmore
Continued on page 18
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President’s

NOTES

COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

The weather this winter has been variable, to say the least.
Bitter cold days with sub-zero mornings have been followed by stretches of rain, wind and fog. In February winter seems to loom forever, yet as most Maine fishermen
recognize, the days are getting longer, the sun has a bit
more strength to it, and soon enough it will be time to get
the boat and traps ready for another season.

Board of Directors
David Cousens, Chairman

This month in Landings we discuss the growing move to
establish offshore wind power projects off the East Coast.
With the completion of the Block Island Wind Farm in
2016, national and international firms are lining up to develop even larger wind projects on federal submerged lands
leased through the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.
Massachusetts will make its decision on a new project off
Martha’s Vineyard this summer while New York, New Jersey
and Maryland have applications in the works.

James Dow, Vice Chairman
Elliott Thomas, Treasurer
William Brennan
Amy Lent
Kristan Porter
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We also continue our look at Maine’s numerous fishermen’s
cooperatives. These member-driven businesses are exploring different methods to improve the price paid to their
lobstermen. By thinking about themselves and the lobster
they land in broader terms, co-ops like the Cranberry Isles
Lobstermen’s Co-op are moving forward to improve profit
and sustainability.

President:
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Landings Editor:

Melissa Waterman

Landings is published monthly.
It is provided for free to all
Maine lobstermen thanks to the
support of newsletter sponsors.
This month’s edition is sponsored
by Mack Boring.
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Quarter page (4.9 x 7.35 inches) $280
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multi-month commitment.

The advertising deadline is the
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Please contact
Melissa Waterman
(melissa@mainelobstermen.org
or 967-6221) for more information.

Maine Lobstermen’s
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P.O. Box 315
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207-967-6221
www.mlcalliance.org

MLCAlliance is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization, established in
2010, which achieves its charitable mission through programs in
education, research and charity.

Lobstermen are always trying to make their operations
more efficient as well as economical. This month Nick
Battista, marine policy director at the Island Institute in
Rockland, explores one way to do that through the state’s
Maine Clean Marine Engine Program. The program funds
up to 40% of the purchase and installation of a new engine
that meets EPA standards. Over 100 diesel engines have
been retired since the program’s inception, reducing the
amount of nitrogen oxides and particulate material expelled into the atmosphere. The clean, more efficient engines also reduce a lobster boat’s total fuel consumption.
Megan Ware, fisheries analyst at the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission (ASMFC), writes in Landings this
month about the Commission’s rationale for proposing to
increase the monitoring requirements for Maine lobstermen. Right now 10% of Maine lobstermen
are randomly selected each year to provide
the ASMFC with data regarding their fishing activities. The ASMFC proposed to increase that percentage to 100%, citing increased fishing effort in federal waters as
one of its reasons. The Maine Department
of Marine Resources and Maine lobstermen are united in their opposition to this
measure because of the significant cost
to ramp up reporting yielding only marginal gains in our understanding of the
resource.

overview of the lobster industry in the Maritime Provinces
in this issue. A new fishermen’s organization comprised
solely of southwestern Nova Scotian lobstermen was established in late 2017. Canada and the European Union
enacted a joint trade agreement in September which immediately removed the tariff on live lobsters and will remove the tariff on processed lobster products within five
years and they have completed final negotiations on a
trade agreement with Asia. In addition, the federal government is making funds available through the new Atlantic
Fisheries Fund for improved marketing of Canadian lobster. There’s lots of activity taking place just a few miles to
the north!
Landings also continues its coverage of the Affordable Care
Act health insurance program. Bridget Thornton explains
what those with ACA health insurance need to do to keep
their applications up to date as we move into income tax
season.
In March the annual Maine Fishermen’s Forum will take
place once again at the Samoset Resort in Rockport.
Landings provides an overview of this highly anticipated
yearly event.
And we spend some time talking with David Cousens about
his long career as a leader in the lobster industry. Cousens
became president of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA) in 1991, when lobster landings were around 30 million pounds and few lobstermen were limited in the number of traps they could set. Cousens will step down from his
position in March after 27 years at the helm of the MLA, a
tenure full of challenges and quite a few successes.
Finally, Landings notes the passing of Andy Mays, a
Southwest Harbor lobsterman and scalloper. Mays was an
energetic man, full of strong opinions and great personal
kindness. He was funny, fierce, and respected by friend and
foe alike. We highlight his accomplishments in this issue.

Geoff Irvine, executive director of the
Lobster Council of Canada, provides an

Correction:
There was an error in our January article on a Downeast lobsterman’s effort to encourage more lobstermen to
V-notch egg-bearing lobsters. The article stated that “In 2008, nearly 82% of
female lobsters in samples collected by
the Department of Marine Resources
(DMR) bore a V-notch.” The sentence
should have read “82% of legal-sized,
egg-bearing female lobsters ...” In addition, we misstated a comment by Carl
Wilson in a later paragraph. “Different
scenarios show different declines. If the
rate is 50% down, then in 30 years the
population crashes” should read “While
the percentage of V-notched egg bearing
lobsters has declined, the lobster population overall has increased and the
population of V-notched and egg bearing lobsters has increased as well.”
We regret these errors.

WHO ARE THE WOMEN OF MAINE’S
LOBSTER INDUSTRY?
FIND OUT IN THIS NEW 12-MONTH
CALENDAR BY LUKE’S LOBSTER.
The 2018 calendar features photos and stories of the
ZRPHQEHKLQG0DLQH·VWKULYLQJOREVWHUÀVKHU\³WKH
ÀVKHUPHQVFLHQWLVWVDQGEXVLQHVVRZQHUVZKRPDNH
WKHLQGXVWU\VWURQJ
Calendars are $19.99 (includes shipping and handling)
DQGDUHDYDLODEOHIURP/XNH·V/REVWHUDW
www.lukeslobster.com.
$OOSURFHHGVIURPWKHVDOHRIWKHFDOHQGDUEHQH¿W
the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance
(www.mlcalliance.org).
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GUEST COLUMN: Lots of activities underway in the Maritime provinces
by Geoff Irvine

It has been the Lobster Council of Canada’s goal since it began in 2010 that we
would come to the end of a year and both sides of the lobster fishery sector
(harvesting and shoreside interests) would be happy with their financial results. Despite significant progress in many areas, which I believe gets us closer
to that goal all the time, we have yet to achieve such a symbiotic breakthrough.
For the shoreside sector (dealers, live shippers and processors) challenges remain: to find adequate labour to extract maximum value from the resource,
our strong Canadian dollar, the cost of financing, competitive markets for live
and processed lobster products, market access issues that threaten exports to
some countries and a procurement model that continues to exasperate many.
On the harvesting side, notwithstanding some areas of concern, the Maritime
provinces have consistent lobster landings and historically strong shore prices.
While landings are down in some LFA’s (Lobster Fishing Areas), ending the annual increases of the last ten years, the overall trend is fairly level on a yearover-year basis, resulting in a regular stream of live lobsters for processors, live
shippers and marketers.

Aside from the internal structural challenges in
the lobster industry that we continue to work on,
there are two pieces of good news for the Canadian
lobster sector to report to our friends, customers
and suppliers in the United States: the development of lobster-focused harvester organizations
in southwest Nova Scotia and the establishment
of the Atlantic Fisheries Fund.
While harvesters in this resource-rich part of
Nova Scotia have typically belonged to groundfish advocacy organizations, there has been a lack
of engagement with groups that focus exclusively
Geoff Irvine is the
on the lobster fishery. Advocacy and action is reexecutive director of
quired in dealing with resource management and
regulatory changes instituted by federal departthe Lobster Council
ments like Transport Canada and the Department
of Canada. LCC photo.
of Fisheries and Oceans.
Harvesters must engage with
shore-side stakeholders to deal with Marine Stewardship
Council conditions so that we can continue to promote
our lobster fishery as sustainable in world markets.
Market access issues such as lobster conservation, right
whale interactions, by-catch monitoring and labour
standards all require strong organizations to represent
lobster harvesters.

A $30 million earmark
from the Atlantic Fisheries
Fund focuses on marketing
and market access that we
hope to use to finally fund
our marketing strategy for
Canadian lobster.

Thanks to a federal government that believes in the benefits of international trade (no matter which party is in
power), Canada has finalized a trade agreement with the
European Union, the Comprehensive Economic Trade
Agreement (CETA), that provides phased-in tariff relief
for Canadian lobster products in a market of 500 million
people. At the time of writing this column, negotiations
have just been concluded with 11 Pacific Ocean countries
to finalize the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement
for Trans-Pacific Partnership and we look forward to enjoying new opportunities in the Pacific region under this
trade agreement. Markets in China, South Korea and other Asian countries,
the Middle East and Europe continue to expand and provide excellent opportunities for the future. Our goal is to find the appropriate mix of high-value
markets and traditional ones to allow our exporters to raise the overall value
and return more to everyone in the value chain, which one day will lead to a
win/win year for all.

In late 2017 a new organization was formed that involves
harvesters from LFAs 33 and 34 (southeast and southwest tip of Nova Scotia) called the Brazil Rock Lobster
Association. They join one other lobster-focused group,
the Coldwater Lobster Association, and several other multi-species groups
including the Maritime Fishermen’s Union Local 9, Bay of Fundy Inshore
Fishermen’s Association and Scotia Fundy Inshore Fishermen’s Association. It
is the issue of by-catch monitoring that mobilized harvesters in LFAs 33 and
34 to come together to form an umbrella organization called the Southwest
Lobster Science Society that they hope will manage the process of providing

Smithwick & Mariners
Insurance Agency
We are a full-service independent insurance
insurance
agency providing personal, commercial,
commercial,
business & marine insurance.

t VERY
RY COMPETITIVE LOBSTER BOAT PROGRAMS
t 8JEF3BOHFPG1BDLBHF0QUJPOT
8JE 3
G1 L
0 UJ
t /FX7FTTFM 0MEFS7FTTFM*ODMVEJOH8PPE
Construction - we can obtain coverage for
any well maintained boat
We specialize in Lobster Boats, Draggers, Scallopers,
Gil
Gillnetters, Boat Builders, Marinas and more.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE - D
DEDICATED TO SERVICE
643PVUF'BMNPVUI .&5FM
.&5FMt5FMt'BY
/PSUI8BUFS4USFFU /FX#FEGPSE ."5FM
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With affiliated offices in Damariscotta,
Bath, and Kennebunk

www.smithwick-ins.com
www.smithw
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GUEST COLUMN: Maine’s Clean Marine Engine Program helps fishermen

By Nick Battista, Island Institute
First published in Working Waterfront and reprinted with permission.
It’s not every day the government will pay for nearly half of a new engine for
your boat. But that is the case for the owners of some commercial vessels.
Since 2009, over 100 fishing boats, schooners, ferries, whale watch boats and
even a tug boat have been repowered with grants from the Maine Clean Marine
Engine Program.
Last spring, Kevin Glover repowered his 1994 Holland 38, replacing the original 692 Detroit diesel with a new Cummins. For Glover, a lobsterman out of
Owls Head, upgrading the old, out-of-date engine was important. He likes his
boat and how it handles, but wanted to put in an engine that would serve him
well into future. Glover said that his old engine was
“getting harder to get parts for, harder to work on, it
wasn’t economical, and it consumed more fuel.”

tons/year of diesel particulate matter.
“The Clean Marine Engine Program has
been a successful and popular program
that benefits air quality, fishermen and
boatyards,” said Lynne Cayting, who
developed and runs the program. “DEP
in partnership with the Maine Marine
Trades Association has promoted early
replacement of diesel engines — before
the end of their useful life — to accelerate engine turnover and reduce harmful exhaust emissions.”
The program is de-

Because of the distribution signed and funded to Nick Battista is the Marine
air quality
Programs Director at the
of funds Maine received improve
When you rely on your engine to make your living,
by reducing NOx and
Island Institute in Rockland.
reliability is important. “Missing two or three days at from the Volkswagen Diesel diesel
particulate
the height of the season hurts. You have to go when
Nitrogen
Emissions Settlement the emissions.
the getting is good,” said Glover. The new engine will
oxides contribute to
have a lot less down time and need minimal repairs.
the formation of ground level ozone which can irritate the
Maine
Clean
Marine
Engine
In addition, Glover’s fuel consumption is down 10respiratory system; diesel particulate emissions contribute
12% since he repowered and that doesn’t hurt either. Program will see an increase to respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses. Diesel exhaust
The program funds up to 40% of the purchase and inin 2018 in the amount of is also a known carcinogen; prolonged exposure has been
linked to increased rates of lung cancer.
stallation of a new engine that meets EPA standards.
funding available.
Maine Department of Environmental Protection
Since the Maine Clean Marine Engine Program is focused on

(DEP) developed the program using Diesel Emission
Reduction Act funding from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The
Clean Marine Engine Program was the first in the nation to specifically target
older marine engines.

To date, $2,023,333 has been spent to repower over 100 vessels thereby reducing
harmful exhaust emissions by 54.16 tons/year of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and 3.63

air quality improvements, the requirements are designed to
ensure the cost-effectiveness of the NOx reductions; this means that some engines are not eligible. The engine must have at least three more years of useful
life before it is scheduled to be repowered or replaced. A good cost estimate for
the new engine and installation as well as an estimated annual fuel bill are also
required. Finally, working with a boatyard ensures the old engine is properly
destroyed and the paperwork is in order.
Repowering an old, dirty engine can often result in reduction of NOx or particulate emissions by one-half. “A big focus for this program is anybody who has a
2-cycle or tier 0 engine. Repowering these engines really makes a big difference
on the impact to the environment,” says Greg Sanborn, the service manager at
Billings Diesel and Marine Services in Stonington.
Glover worked with Journey’s End Marina in Rockland to get his new engine.
He said that the paperwork was fairly simple once he had talked through things
with DEP and Journey’s End. According to Sanborn, who has helped with almost 30 repowers, “The way this program has been implemented, the application is easy. It is not a difficult form, it is pretty straightforward. It’s a great
program and the funding has worked well.”
Depending on its size, an engine for a lobster boat costs between $40,000 and
$80,000. The cost of installation varies with both the boat and the engine but
typically runs between $25,000 and $40,000. Replacing the engine is a good opportunity to do other significant upgrades as well, whether it is replacing the
stuffing box, shaft or hydraulic systems.

The state’s Clean Marine Engine Program provides up to 40% of the
cost of a new, clean engine for fishermen, which will reduce fuel costs
and diminish harmful exhaust emissions. J. Johanson photo.
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Because of the distribution of funds Maine received from the Volkswagen
Diesel Emissions Settlement the Maine Clean Marine Engine Program will
see an increase in 2018 in the amount of funding available. More information
on themprogram can be foundeat www.maine.gov/dep/air/mobile/cleandiesel.
html. Information about the Volkswagen Diesel Emissions Settlement can be
found at http://maine.gov/mdot/vw.

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss
www.bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com

Highest quality ropes made in Maine
6XSHU6LQN6WHHO/LQHU(DV\3XOO)ORDW5RSHV
E   
2  6 

Phone: 603.300.2849
Phone: 603.300.2846
or 603.300.2849
Email:
Email:info@bessybait.com
info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling
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GUEST COLUMN: ASMFC Lobster Board seeks better data on lobster fishing
By Megan Ware, ASMFC

At their February 6 meeting, the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s
(ASMFC) Lobster Board is expected to take final action on Draft Addendum
26. The draft addendum, which considers changes to harvester reporting
and biological data collection requirements, was prompted by recent actions
including the declaration of the Northeast Seamount and Canyons National
Monument, the New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) Deep
Sea Coral Amendment, and discussions regarding offshore energy. Each of
these actions has the potential to negatively impact the lobster fishery; trying
to estimate the economic impacts associated with these actions, however, has
proven difficult. The ASMFC collects data by state but changes in the fishery
are happening on a much finer scale; we are not consistently collecting data
related to effort and location across states; and not all fishermen are required
to report.

...the greatest support was for maintaining the
status quo, with several individuals noting that
Maine is already exceeding the Commission’s
baseline requirements by requiring depth, soak
time, and distance from shore.
To address these issues, the draft addendum poses three questions for public
comment: What percentage of harvesters should be required to report? Should
the current data elements be expanded? And at what spatial resolution should
data be collected? Options pertaining to the first question include maintaining
a minimum of 10% harvester reporting, modifying the 10% harvester reporting
to focus on active fishermen as opposed to latent permits, and implementing
100% harvester reporting. For the second question, the options include maintaining status quo, adding on data elements such as depth, bait type and soak
time (Maine already collects depth and soak time but this is not yet a requirement in the lobster plan), and adding data elements related to gear configuration. Finally, options regarding the spatial resolution of data range from maintaining the state areas to adding Lobster Conservation Management Areas

(LCMAs), adding distance from shore
(Maine already reports this but other
states do not), implementing 10-minute
squares, or establishing an electronic
tracking pilot program.
Two public hearings were held in Maine
(Scarborough and Ellsworth) in January
and a total of 63 individuals attended. At
both hearings, participants supported
maintaining the 10% harvester reporting requirement and did not support
increasing this to 100%. Comments included: the 10% harvester reporting is
already statistically valid; given there is
Megan Ware is a fisheries
100% dealer reporting there is no need
management plan coordinator
for 100% harvester reporting; 100%
at the ASMFC. ASMFC photo.
harvester reporting is costly to the
state and time consuming for fishermen. There was support for having the current 10% modified to focus on active
permit holders, as opposed to latent permits. Several individuals commented
that focusing on active fishermen is a better use of time and money. For the
question regarding data elements, the greatest support was for maintaining
the status quo, with several individuals noting that Maine is already exceeding the Commission’s baseline requirements by requiring depth, soak time,
and distance from shore. Finally, regarding the spatial resolution of data, there
was no support for the Board to pursue an electronic tracking pilot program.
At the Ellsworth hearing, the greatest support was for status quo, while at the
Scarborough hearing, participants were split between status quo and mild support for the use of 10-minute squares.

The Lobster Board is scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday,
February 6 as part of the ASMFC’s three-day winter meeting in
Arlington, Virginia. Information regarding the meeting, including a
link to listen online, can be found at www.asmfc.org/home/
2018-winter-meeting.

Maine Fishermen’s Forum
PO Box 288
Bath, ME 04530
(207) 442-7700

2018 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
The Maine Fishermen’s Forum Board of Directors offers a scholarship fund to benefit immediate family
members (son/daughter, or a grandson /granddaughter) or legal dependent of someone actively involved in
Maine’s seafood industry, regardless of financial need or academic achievement. Undergraduates attending a
two or four year college who are in at least the second year of their program or students who are in at
least the second semester of their Certificate Program will be eligible. Applications will be accepted
through March 2, 2018. Scholarships will be awarded by a random drawing to be held during the 43rd annual
Maine Fishermen’s Forum.

You qualify for the scholarship drawing ONLY IF you check all 4 items below..
Do you qualify? (Check all that apply)
1. __ Are you a sophomore, junior or senior right now? You must be at least a sophomore in college to apply.
2. __ Do you have an immediate family member actively participating in Maine’s seafood industry?
What do you need to apply? (Check all that apply)
3. __ Complete this application and send to the address at the top.
4. __ Provide an official transcript or Registrar’s letter of current standing along with the application.

Please note that previous winners are not eligible.
STUDENT INFORMATION
Student Name____________________________________________________________________________________________

Need a lender
who understands

you?

Farm Credit East specializes in providing loans and lines of credit
to Maine’s commercial ﬁshing industry.
With long- and short-term ﬁnancing options for real estate, boats and
equipment, Farm Credit East is the right choice for you. We provide attractive
rates and solid advice for aquatic businesses of every type and size.

Street/Mailing Address_____________________________________________________ Home Phone_____________________
City______________________________ State_____ Zip Code________ Email: _____________________________________
SCHOOL INFORMATION

Our lending experts understand your business.
Call them today at the branch ofﬁce closest to you.

College/University Name_____________________________________________ Expected Year of Graduation: ____________
Location of College _________________________________________________ Your Major __________________________

**School Standing as of Sept 2017 (circle one)

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

MAINE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY FAMILY MEMBER INFORMATION

Loans and leases for:
Boats / Trucks / Real estate / Wharves / Bait storage facilities / Equipment
Haul out and repair / Operating lines / Permits

Name____________________________________________________________ Relationship____________________________
Street/Mailing Address_____________________________________________________ Phone__________________________
City______________________________ State______ Zip Code_________ Email: ___________________________________
Vessel Name or Commercial License Number __________________________________________________________________
Describe participation in the Maine seafood industry_____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

800.831.4230 / FarmCreditEast.com
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FISHERMEN WARY OF OFFSHORE WIND PROJECTS
Proposed projects in federal waters proliferate
By Melissa Waterman
The race to sea is picking up speed, at least among offshore wind energy developers. Following passage of An Act to Promote Energy Diversity in 2016,
Massachusetts required the state’s electric distribution companies to procure
1,600 megawatts (MW) of offshore wind energy within the next decade. The
state’s final goal is to purchase 1.6 gigawatts (GW) by 2027. As a result, three
firms have submitted bids in response to the state’s Clean Energy solicitation.
The state plans to select the winning bid by April 23 and have a signed contract
by early July, 2018.
The three firms are Deepwater Wind, developer of
the five-turbine Block Island Wind Farm in Rhode
Island state waters; Bay State Wind; and Avangrid
(a subsidiary of Iberdrola S.A.). Avangrid earlier applied for the state and federal permits necessary to
build an 800-MW farm 15 miles south of Martha’s
Vineyard. The state has already invested in the
development of offshore wind power by funding construction of the new $113 million Marine
Commerce Terminal in New Bedford to support
turbine construction and shipment.

2013. New York State has set a goal of drawing 50% of its power from renewable
sources by 2030, with 2.4 GW of that total coming from offshore wind projects.
In New Jersey, the new administration of Governor Phil Murphy supports
offshore wind development. Recent leases of offshore submerged lands led
Ørsted, a Danish company, and US Wind to propose ocean wind projects in
a 344,000-acre area off Atlantic City. US Wind also holds the lease for a wind
project located twelve miles off Ocean City, Maryland. Plans call for installing
187 turbines in 20-30 meters of water across approximately 80,000 acres. The
Maryland project is expected to produce up to 750 MW of power, which will
meet 100% of that state’s offshore wind renewable
energy goals.
Maine has only one offshore wind project under
development, located in state waters off Monhegan
Island. “New York and New Jersey are actively moving to get going. Massachusetts and Rhode Island
are trying to develop wind projects. Maine is not,”
said Suzanne McDonald, Community Energy
Director of the Island Institute. “There is no government mandate in Maine to develop offshore wind.”

In 1999 Maine passed a law that created the state’s
Renewables Portfolio Standard, which stated that
In December 2017, Cape Wind Associates pulled
40% of retail electricity sales in the state would
out of its bid to build a 130-turbine wind farm
come from renewable sources by 2017. In 2009, an
Fishermen
are
concerned
that
ocean
wind
farms
on Horseshoe Shoal, an area of federal water in
additional law established goals for wind energy
will
make
it
diffi
cult
to
fi
sh
as
they
have
in
the
Nantucket Sound nine miles east of Martha’s
development in the state that included developing
past. Photo courtesy of Science Alert.
Vineyard, bringing an end to the controversial pro300 MW or more of wind energy in coastal waters
ject begun in 2001. Massachusetts’ 2016 landmark
by 2020, increasing to 5,000 MW by 2030. In January
energy bill limited its new contracts to companies whose projects are at least
2018,
Governor
LePage
issued
an executive order establishing the Maine Wind
10 miles from shore and who acquired federal leases in a competitive process
Advisory
Commission
placing
“a
moratorium on issuing any new permits related
after January 1, 2012. This excluded Cape Wind, whose windfarms would have
to wind turbines until this Commission studies the economic impact that such
been easily visible from the island and the mainland.
development would have on tourism in Maine,” said LePage in a press statement.
Meanwhile, Deepwater Wind announced plans last year to construct a 90-MW
“Tourism, especially returning visitors, is a major driver for the Maine economy.
project called the South Fork Wind Farm off Montauk on Long Island. The plan
We cannot afford to damage our natural assets in ways that would deter visicalls for fifteen wind turbines connected to a substation in East Hampton by
tors from returning to Maine.” Additionally, the Public Utilities Commission ana 50-mile undersea cable. The South Fork Wind Farm would be the first pronounced in January that it will delay the approval of a 20-year power agreement
ject in the company’s development of a 256-square-mile area of federal waters
it approved with Maine AquaVentus three years ago.
located between Martha’s Vineyard and Long Island, which it leased from the
The burgeoning number of projects has alarmed fishermen up and down the
Department of Interior’s Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) in
East Coast. The executive director of the Long Island Commercial Fishing
Association, Bonnie Brady, is a strong critic of the windfarms. The South Fork
Wind Farm and subsequent projects are, according to Brady, “A really bad idea
that’s going to make some hedge funders a nice big chunk of change and then
they can move on to their next prey.” Having wind farms all along the East
Coast will make commercial fishing nearly impossible in the long term, Brady
argued. “Fishermen go where the fish are, so depending on which fish species
that you’re trying to catch, right off of Montauk you could have fishermen from
Massachusetts, Maine, North Carolina, Virginia, New Jersey, and Connecticut
and Rhode Island,” she said. “Let’s say if squid this year was just crazy off
Montauk and federal waters, they’d all be there, because that’s where they go. If
the fishing is really hot off of Nantucket, then that’s where they go.”
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Fishermen are going to court to stop offshore wind projects. A group of fishing organizations, businesses, and communities, led by the Fisheries Survival
Fund (FSF), filed a lawsuit in 2017 to reverse BOEM’s December, 2016 lease of
submerged lands off the New York coast. The suit seeks to invalidate the lease
agreement with the Norwegian firm Statoil to develop the New York Wind
Energy Area. Statoil plans to erect approximately 100 wind turbines in the
New York Bight. FSF, representing the scallop industry, is the lead plaintiff and
is joined by the Garden State Seafood Association and the Fishermen’s Dock
Co-Operative in New Jersey; the Long Island Commercial Fishing Association
in New York; and the Narragansett Chamber of Commerce, Rhode Island
Fishermen’s Alliance, SeaFreeze Shoreside, Sea Fresh USA, and squid processor
The Town Dock in Rhode Island.
Norbert Stamps, formerly vice-president of the Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen’s
Association, and a lobsterman out of Point Judith, Rhode Island, thinks that the
reduction in the number of active fishermen in southern New England is allowing the wind companies to dominate. “In Galilee [Point Judith] there used to be
100 inshore lobster boats. Now there’s ten. The average age of a fisherman is in
the 60s so the level of participation is low. Apathy is a big problem,” Stamps said.
Stamps had some insight on the Block Island wind project which was featured
in the January issue of Landings. Stamps noted that construction of the Block
Island Wind Farm didn’t disrupt fishing very much because so few fishermen
operated in the area. “What happened is when Deepwater Wind showed up,
they hired a few people to do useless stuff for big money. Those guys were as
happy as can be,” he said. But the planned wind projects in federal and state
waters along the New England and mid-Atlantic states, he warned, will cause
big trouble to those fishermen who are still making a living at sea. “Wind turbines take up a lot of space,” Stamps said. “We’re all just barking at the moon
though. There’s so much money coming in, it’s a juggernaut.”
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the price tank in 2008 and 2012 as the industry grappled with unprecedented
market dynamics. The board of directors of many co-ops realized that something had to change if the businesses were to survive increasing volume and
sharp swings in the price paid for their lobsters.
“The price got so low in 2012,” recalled Marc Nighman, general manager of the
Cranberry Isles Fishermen’s Co-op on Islesford. “Bruce Fernald, Dave Thomas
and I knew we had to do something.” That something was to develop a clear
brand for the lobsters landed at the co-op, to make sure that their lobsters were
of the highest quality, and to offer lobsters for sale to the general public. “We
came up with the brand and logo for Little Lobster Company, which is within
the co-op,” Nighman explained. “And we opened up a little retail store to increase our live lobster sales.” Islesford has a population of approximately 65
people during the winter but in the summer it hosts a lot of summer residents,
tourists and passing yachts. For as long as the co-op has existed, its dock was
solely for member lobstermen to bring in their catch and get bait and fuel. “It
was a working dock. Retail wasn’t our thing,” Nighman said. But the members
recognized that there were customers ready and waiting for them. The co-op
converted a building on the dock into a small store, installed a live tank, hired
staff, and began selling lobsters and gift items of interest to tourists. In the first
year of operation the store made $50,000 in revenue, adding 3 cents to each
member’s dividend, according to Nighman. “Now it’s more of a grocery store.
We might start adding lobster rolls and so forth,” Nighman said.
Little Lobster Company also began selling its lobsters to customers via the
Internet. The summer residents and visitors were aware of the quality of lobsters landed at the co-op so selling live lobsters online wasn’t difficult. “We have
summer people here from all over and they want our lobsters,” Nighman said.
Someone else, it turns out, also wanted lobsters from Little Lobster Company:
Whole Foods.
The giant natural foods company has
strict standards for its food items. In
2006 it declared that it would not sell
any live lobsters, only frozen lobster
meat. That meat had to come from
companies that met the Whole Foods’
strict handling and processing standards.
This spring Little Lobster Company will
start selling frozen lobster tails through
Whole Foods. The lobster will be processed by Cape Seafood in Saco, which
holds a contract with Whole Foods.
“Our lobstermen have been doing things right for a long time. So we were
Whole Foods-compliant already,” Nighman said. Co-op members all have a live
tank on their boats to store their lobsters while fishing. The lobsters are handled carefully when they get to the dock, following the “one hand, one lobster”
practice. No more than five crates of lobsters are allowed on the dock at a time.
If five crates fill up, work stops until those crates are in the water. No more than
24 hours passes from the time the lobster comes off the boat until it reaches
Cape Seafood. The co-op even has its own 35-foot boat which it uses to take
up to 100 crates of lobsters to the mainland. “It doesn’t really slow things down
on the dock,” Nighman said, referring to the co-op’s procedures. “We can get
five boats in at a time at our five buying stations so everyone is within three
feet of the water. And the lobstermen understand the benefit [of being Whole
Foods-compliant]. We’ve got a good group of lobstermen here. And we did it all
ourselves.”
On Vinalhaven, the Vinalhaven Fishermen’s Co-op is doing more than increasing the price paid for its members’ lobsters — it’s helping the lobstermen become better businessmen.

The Cranberry Isles Fishermen’s Co-op retail store more than paid for
itself in its first year of operations. CIFC photo.

“We wanted to give members an idea of alternatives for saving money,” said
Emily Lane, the co-op’s administrative manager. She invited financial advisors
from Camden National Bank and Davidson Associates to make presentations
to Vinalhaven lobstermen about planning for the future, financial investments
and other business-related topics. “The workshops were aimed at young lobstermen who don’t think of themselves as businessmen, just as lobstermen,”
she said.
Lobstermen learned about a Capital Construction Fund, for example, which
allows fishermen to write off money they contribute to the fund each year on
their taxes. When a fishing year is good, a Capital Construction Fund is one
way to shelter money from the IRS. The money in the fund can only be used,
however, to cover the costs for a new boat or a new engine.
The Vinalhaven Fishermen’s Co-op also does something that old-fashioned
Firemen’s Insurance companies once did: it puts money aside for each member
in case of emergency or for retirement. “Tom Johanson set it up first in 2008,”
Lane said, referring to the co-op’s late board member. “It’s called a Certificate
of Value.” Each year the co-op divides the net profit from the co-op’s gas station
and retail lobster sales by the total number of pounds landed in the year. That
figure is then multiplied by the number of pounds landed by each member and
the sum is put into the member’s Certificate of Value. If the member becomes
ill, decides to retire, or dies, the money is paid to the person or to his or her
estate. “It’s a pot of money set aside and in addition to the yearly dividend,”
Lane added. The co-op currently has 107 members, of which approximately
70 are active. Should they all
retire at once, Lane laughs, the
co-op might be in trouble but
she doesn’t worry that such an
event will happen.
Not all co-operatives in the state
are solely devoted to lobsters.
The new Maine Aquaculture
Cooperative, formed in late
2016, is designed to offer its
members, some of whom are
lobstermen, economic savings.
Merritt Carey, a board member

A co-op of scallop farmers was organized in 2016. MAC photo.
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STEAMING AHEAD
Hardly a day goes by without seeing a disturbing headline about North Atlantic right whales. It is true that right
whales are not faring well right now, but it is not true that
the full burden of solving this issue falls on the shoulders of
Maine lobstermen.
There are some unfortunate facts that we must come to
grips with. According to the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), the right whale population increased
steadily from 1990 to 2010, growing from 270 to 483 whales.
However, the stock has declined since then, to 458 whales
in 2015. Based on last year’s spate of whale deaths, it is certain that this decline has continued.
Another alarming statistic is that female right whales
are dying at a faster rate than males, notably 150% faster,
and therefore they are not producing young for as long
as they have in the past. Males now live an average of 50
years, while females only live an average of 30 years. As of
2016, scientists estimated that there were 273 males and
only 178 females in the population. The net result has been
fewer right whale calves being born in recent years. North
Atlantic right whales had only five calves in 2017, and none
have been sighted in 2018. By contrast, 20 calves were born
in 2013, 17 in 2015 and 14 in 2016. The bottom line is that
more right whales are dying each year than are being born
and there are fewer females surviving to have babies. It’s a
double whammy for the population.
We also know that the ocean environment is changing and
that has had a significant impact on right whales. Other
than in Cape Cod Bay, scientists are not sighting right
whales in their usual favorite spots, and this distributional
shift coincides with their decline in population.
So, why is there so much focus on the lobster industry?
According to researchers, fishing gear entanglements now
account for 82% of documented right whale mortalities,
while the remaining 18% are caused by ship strikes. Eightyfive percent of all right whales bear scars from being entangled at least once in their lives, and more than half have
been entangled two or more times. Additional research has
shown that even when entanglement doesn’t kill a whale,
the whale suffers a decline in health due to the drag of the
gear and other injuries. When researchers talk about entanglement, they are talking about rope. Despite the fact
that 12 of the 17 right whale deaths in 2017 were attributed
to Canada, fishing rope has become public enemy number
one in the whale conservation community. Unfortunately
for Maine lobstermen, we use a lot of it.
These factors have converged and elevated the survival
of the North Atlantic right whale issue to urgent status.
There is already one lawsuit filed against NMFS seeking
more stringent whale protection measures for the lobster
fishery; a second suit is expected to be filed. The MLA will
work diligently to ensure that Maine is not held accountable for whale deaths that have occurred in Canada. But in
the meantime, the deaths and decline in population have
laid the perfect groundwork for two long-standing ideas to
be dusted off: weak rope and ropeless fishing.
I get a lot of calls about what these actually mean, so I
will attempt to explain them here. The idea of weak rope
evolved from an analysis of ropes removed from entangled right whales. The ropes were examined and breaking
strengths measured. A breaking strength of 1700 pounds
emerged as the cutoff point: in ropes weaker than 1700
pounds, whales broke free with minor injury; in ropes
greater than 1700 pound-strength, whales suffered more
serious injury or death. Obviously, lobstermen fish strong
ropes in order to keep themselves safe on the boat and protect their investment on bottom. MLA is working with the
Department of Marine Resources to measure the operational breaking strengths of vertical lines currently being
fished so that we have a baseline, and to measure the working load of vertical line needed for offshore vessels to safely
operate. Once we have this data, we will be in a better position to assess how any management option based on weak

endlines might affect Maine lobstermen.
Ropeless fishing has been in the headlines a lot lately, and
there is much confusion over what this means. Ropeless
fishing is a bit of a misnomer. The gear is not actually fished
without rope; instead, the rope is sunk to the bottom with
the trap.
A lobsterman in Eastern Australia fishes his gear with a
sunken rope system. The company which produces that
technology, Desert Star Systems (www.desertstar.com), is
now marketing this solution for U.S. East Coast fisheries.
Their marketing headline is “It’s time to get serious about
preventing whale entanglements.” A video on YouTube
demonstrates how the technology works: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=WeeieRr7sTw&feature=youtu.be. The
company claims that there are currently 300 traps being
fished in Australia using this system.
MLA’s vice president Kristan Porter fished with the
Australian lobsterman using this system. He fishes single
traps and does not share bottom with any other fishermen.
Unlike Maine lobstermen, he fishes a small number of
traps and has his own piece of bottom to work. Kristan said
that they hauled a whopping 14 single traps on the day he
fished with him because the system is so time-consuming
to retrieve and deploy.
The system involves packing the endline and buoys into a
mesh bag. The bag is secured shut with an acoustic release.
The trap is set, followed by a 10-fathom line connected to
the mesh bag containing the endline. To retrieve the gear,
the boat positions itself above the trap, which is identified
through an onboard computer. The computer sends a signal via a sonar transducer to release the device holding the
rope-filled bag on the bottom. The device releases, opening the bag, and the buoy and rope float to the surface. The
gear is then grappled and hauled at the surface as usual. To
reset the gear, the rope is repacked into the mesh bag, secured, and then the acoustic release is rearmed. According
to the Desert Star website, the cost of obtaining the unit
for the boat, including the transducer, software and acoustic devices, would be approximately $140,000 (based on 80
units or 800 traps set with 10-trap trawls).
The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute is developing a
ropeless fishing prototype, which is also a sunken rope system. The Woods Hole prototype involves coiling the rope
around a spool and deploying that to the bottom with the
trap. Scientists have said that multiple options for “ropeless
fishing” could be developed including 1) bottom-stowed
rope as described above, such as on a spool, in a bag or in
an empty trap, 2) variable buoyancy traps involving traps
that are negatively buoyant but become positively buoyant through a piston pump or compressed air that fills a
bladder upon receiving the acoustic signal, or 3) a docking
system through which fishermen would deploy a docking
vehicle from the vessel to connect to a docking station on
the trap, which is then hauled via a vertical line.
I know, it sounds crazy, but don’t kill the messenger here. I
just want to be sure you understand the current situation
for right whales and what “ropeless fishing” is all about
right now. MLA’s job is to educate all of these stakeholders
on the reality of what it takes to fish for lobster in the Gulf
of Maine and to remain profitable. Scaling up a new technology used for just 300 traps to a fishery with over 4,000
active lobstermen and nearly 3 million traps is not reasonable. And asking lobstermen to add a $140,000 system in
order to sink gear while creating a mountain of safety, gear
conflict and enforcement issues is not a solution that passes the straight face test.
I will be attending many whale meetings over the next few
months, and will be at the whale meeting on Saturday during the Maine Fishermen’s Forum. See you there.
As always, stay safe on the water.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA DIRECTORS MEETING SUMMARY
The MLA Board met on January 9 in Belfast. Department of Marine Resources
(DMR) chief lobster biologist, Kathleen Reardon, gave a presentation on the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s (ASMFC) proposed lobster reporting changes, providing background on what data would improve management and how Maine currently collects its harvester reporting data.
As required under ASMFC, Maine has a two-ticket reporting system. Dealers
are required to report 100% of all lobsters they purchase, by harvester, and 10%
of harvesters are chosen to report each year. The dealer reporting provides
data on landings by harvester, including market grade and price. This program
tracks latent licenses and produces annual landings statistics for the state
which can be broken down by zone and county. The harvester reporting collects data on crew, gear type, traps hauled, number of sets, soak time, total gear
in the water, depth, zone and distance from shore, pounds landed and port. The
harvester reporting program samples 10% of each license type by zone so that
all zones and license types are represented. The data from the two programs
matches extremely well showing that the programs have accurate results.
At DMR Commissioner Keliher’s request, ASMFC conducted an analysis of
Maine’s 10% reporting standard and found that it provides an excellent representation of the Maine lobster fishery. However, the program could be improved by changing the sampling protocol to minimize representation of latent
license holders and by improving the spatial resolution of the data. There is
also concern that offshore federal permits are under-represented since the 10%
sample is not likely to adequately capture those fishing further from shore because there are fewer of them. Maine is not well represented in the federal VTR
reporting requirement. For example, only three lobster boats in Stonington,
Maine’s largest lobster landing port, are required to submit VTR’s.
The MLA board discussed the options proposed by ASFMC and supported staying at 10% harvester reporting for Maine but supported improving the sampling protocol to minimize latent permit holders and improve representation
of federal permit holders. The MLA board supported improving the spatial
resolution of the data to a 10-minute square. DMR also is requesting proposals
for collaborative research on lobsters and is in the process of hiring another
lobster scientist.
Patrice updated the board on MLA comments submitted to the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) supporting use of a substitute fishing vessel
for federal permit holders due to mechanical and vessel failures, and to clarify
and provide flexibility regarding offshore highflyer requirements.
DMR held a public meeting to get input from industry members on how the
state will manage the 2018 menhaden season. DMR published a proposed rule
and held a public hearing on January 31 in Augusta. Written comments will be
accepted until February 14.
Patrice updated the board on the right whales. MLA staff has been putting in
a significant amount of time on this issue, and it will remain one of MLA’s top
priorities this year. MLA is attending all relevant meetings and working with
legal counsel on Maine’s strategy.
The Legislature in session. The Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative reported on its work to the Marine Resources Committee on January 10. The MLA
discussed LD 1720, to create a new medical allowance for terminally ill lobstermen; the board voted to oppose this bill.

and engage DMR staff to further develop these ideas and will continue these
discussions in April. The MLA board will meet on Friday, Feb 9 at noon at the
Nautilus restaurant in Belfast.
DMR PROPOSED MENHADEN RULES
The DMR has published proposed
rules on how Maine will manage its
2018 menhaden fishery. The proposed
rule implements the new ASMFC requirements and provides information
on how the state will manage its fishery this year.
Maine’s quota has been increased significantly over 2017 levels. The state’s
fishery will include 1) the state fishery
for the allocated quota; 2) an episodic
NOAA photo.
quota fishery when the state quota
is gone; and 3) a small-scale fishery
which allows 6,000 pounds landed per day. For the state menhaden allocation,
vessels may not exceed 50 feet in overall length; the fishery is limited to 4 landing days; daily reporting is required; and there are limits on carriers.
If the state quota has been caught, the episodic fishery will be managed under ASMFC guidelines limiting vessels to 120,000 lbs./vessel/day and a limit of
160,000 lbs./week; only one landing per 24 hours; and daily reporting. The DMR
proposed to allow four landing days.
The small-scale fishery would be available when the state fishery and episodic
quota are closed. It limits vessels to 6,000 lbs./vessel/day; one landing per 24
hours; no transfer of fish to another vessel at sea; purse seines are restricted to
smaller than 150’x8’, and monthly reporting as required with the commercial
pelagic license. The public hearing was held January 31 in Augusta, and written
comments are accepted until February 14.
MLA SUPPORTS 10% LOBSTER REPORTING
MLA representatives attended the ASMFC public hearings in Scarborough and
Ellsworth to offer feedback on the proposals and to listen to feedback from
lobstermen. The MLA submitted comments to ASMFC outlining its position
in support of Maine’s 10% reporting requirement with suggestions on how to
improve those samples to optimize representation of active lobstermen and
federal permit holders. The MLA supports creating a statistical standard for
harvester data collection to determine the appropriate percent of lobstermen
to be sampled in each state and in the federal fishery. The MLA opposes the creation of any additional programs to collect the same data and urges the ASMFC
to work closely with NMFS to ensure there are not redundant programs for
those who hold state and federal permits, for those reporting through ASMFC
or duplication of any future data collection programs which may be established
under the whale plan.

The board had a heated debate about the negative impacts that both offshore
drilling and offshore wind farms could have on Maine’s fisheries. The MLA
board has long opposed any proposals for offshore oil and gas exploration and
drilling in the Gulf of Maine and recently voted to oppose the UMaine wind
power project off Monhegan. The board stressed the need for the MLA to be
proactive in ensuring that members understand the association’s opposition to
any project which could harm lobstermen.
The MLA revisited discussion on its priorities based on feedback since the last
discussion. With regard to potential changes to tags, many board members
agreed that a January 1 implementation date for tags could be difficult at such
a cold time of year. After considerable discussion, the board agreed that the
primary issue to be solved regarding tags is to develop a better tag that will
not fail and would provide more flexibility with how it is managed. The board
expressed preference for a tag that has eyes on both sides and could be hogrigged in. Preferably, the tag would be semi-permanent with a scan bar containing license and tag information and would not need to be replaced each
year. The board continued discussing concerns about lobstermen who circumvent the owner-operator law by setting up a sternman in a second boat. The
board was clear that they do not want to hinder young people getting into the
fishery or sternmen who are legitimately working their way toward running
their own boat. The concern is that if this issue is not addressed, it could become a major problem in the future. Finally, the board discussed the need to
get better educational materials out on V-notching so everyone understands
the standards and follows the same rules. The MLA will form a subcommittee

Both lobstermen and Department of Marine Resources officials spoke
against an increase in reporting requirements for state lobstermen.
MLA photo.
MLA SUPPORTS MARINE CLEAN ENGINE PROGRAM
The MLA collaborated with the Island Institute and Maine Marine Trades
Program in a letter to Maine Department of Transportation urging them to dedicate at least $3.15 million of the Volkswagen Diesel Emissions Settlement funds
Continued on page 10
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MLA continued from page 9

to Maine’s Clean Marine Engine program. The Clean Marine Engine Program
covers up to 40% of the cost to repower a fishing boat to a newer, cleaner engine. The Clean Marine Engine program covers only diesel engines currently in
use that are not scheduled for rebuild or repowering before September 2020.
BOEM OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING MEETING
Due to the government shutdown, the BOEM open house scheduled in January
at the Augusta Civic Center to take comment on opening up the Gulf of Maine
to offshore oil and gas exploration and drilling was postponed until March 7.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
LD 1791 An Act to Continue the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
Matt Jacobson, executive director of the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
(MLMC), presented an update on the work of the Collaborative to the Marine
Resources Committee on January 10 as required under the law. The Committee
voted to put forward a bill to reauthorize the Collaborative for two more
years under the current funding structure. This is not an endorsement of the
Collaborative by the Committee, but rather for the sole purpose of having a
public hearing. If legislation is not passed, the Collaborative will sunset in
October 2018. Following recent meetings, the Collaborative received strong
support from the seven lobster zone councils and Lobster Advisory Council.
The public hearing is scheduled for February 5. The MLA supports this bill.
LD 1720 An Act To Amend the Law Regarding Temporary Medical Allowances for
Lobster and Crab Fishing License Holders
The Marine Resources Committee held a public hearing on January 10 to consider extending the current temporary medical allowance from one to two
years, and to consider creating a “temporary terminal illness medical allowance.” This would allow the spouse or child of a license holder diagnosed with
a terminal illness to fish that gear for up to three years. The spouse or child
must have completed the apprentice program, and the terminally ill lobster-

Many thanks
to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Acadia Seaplants Ltd.

Nicholas H. Walsh, PA

Bar Harbor Bank & Trust

Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts

Beals-Jonesport Coop Inc.

Island Fishermen’s Wives

Northeast Marine
Survey Inc.

Beals Lobster Pier

Island Seafood LLC

Novatec Braids LTD

Bell Power Systems Inc.

John’s Bay Boat Co.

O’Hara Corp.

Bowdoin College Dining
Services

Jonesport Shipyard
Journey’s End Marina

Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.

Buoysticks.com

Kazprzak Insurance

Pete’s Marine Electronics

Chapman & Chapman

Kips Seafood Co.

Polyform US

Coastal Documentation

Klenda Seafood

Conary Cove Lobster Co.

LobstahBox

Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Co-op

Cousins Maine Lobster

Lobster Trap Inc.

Cushing Diesel, LLC

Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.

Richard Stanley
Custom Boats

Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.

Maine Center for Coastal
Fisheries

Riverdale Mills

Farrin’s Boatshop

Maine Financial Group

Guy Cotten, Inc.

Mount Desert Oceanarium

Williams CPA Group LLC

Inland Seafood

New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.

Winterport Boot Shop

Port Lobster Co.

Seaview Lobster Co.

South Bristol Fishermen’s
Finestkind Scenic Cruises Maine Lobstermen’s Com- Cooperative
munity Alliance
First National Bank
Superior Bait and Salt
Maine
Port
Authority
Friendship Lobster Treats
Superior Marine Products
Inc.
Friends of Frenchman Bay Maine Sea Grant
Marine
Hydraulic
EngiTenants Harbor Fishermen’s
F W Thurston Co. Inc.
neering Co. Inc.
Cooperative
Georgetown Fishermen’s
McMillan Offshore SurVinalhaven Fishermen’s
Co-op
vival Training
Coop
Gulf of Maine Lobster
Midcoast
Marine
Supply
:LOOLDP&RI¿Q 6RQV
Foundation

Interstate Lobster Co.

Worcesters Lobster Bait

man must have landed at least
1,000 pounds of lobsters in the
previous year and be present on
the vessel for at least half of the
hours. The MLA opposed this
bill. The work session was held
on January 17. The Committee
voted to support an amended
bill to extend the temporary
medical allowance to two years,
but not create a new terminal
medical allowance. This vote
was not unanimous.

MLA president David Cousens
testifying before the Marine Resources
Committee in 2017. MLA photo.

LD 1752 An Act to Amend the
Laws Governing Pilotage Requirements for Passenger Ferry Service between
Maine and Nova Scotia
The MLA strongly opposed LD 1752 An Act to Amend the Laws Governing
Pilotage Requirements for Passenger Ferry Service between Maine and Nova
Scotia. This bill proposes to amend the pilotage requirements for vessels providing regularly scheduled passenger ferry service between Bar Harbor, Maine,
and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. The public hearing before the Transportation
Committee was on January 18. The MLA opposed this bill.
LD 922 An Act Directing the Commissioner of Marine Resources To Investigate the
Conditions of Sheepscot Pond Related to a Management Plan for Anadromous
Fish Species
LD 922 is a carry-over bill from last session which proposes to open the fishway
on the Sheepscot River in Palermo from April 15th to June 30th annually and
to investigate the conditions of the pond for the purpose of developing a management plan for anadromous fish species. A public hearing is scheduled for
February 7. The MLA supports this bill.
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Fishing, Marine & Industrial

DISCOUNT DIRECTORY
Show your MLA card and save!
Automotive
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
Newcastle, ME -- 3 years of oil changes
(total of 12) for all vehicles, cars and
trucks, when you purchase a new or used
vehicle. 207-563-5959
Weirs Buick - GMC
Arundel ME -- Purchase a new GMC and
get a free Bullet Liner. Must shoe MLA card
877-861-0070

Bait

Alliance Rubber
Hot Springs, AR -- 10% off custom printed
lobster bands. www.rubberband.com

Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA membership
noted on check. 800-989-5253

Hamilton Marine
Searsport, Rockland, Portland, Southwest
Harbor, Jonesport, ME -- Discounts available to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQ

National Fisherman
Portland, ME -- Special annual subscription
rate for members. Contact the MLA for more
info 207-967-4555

North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% discount on parts and service. 603-418-0470
Winterport Boot Shop
Brewer, ME -- 10% discount on all Muck,
%DIÀQ6HUYXVDQG78))VDIHW\WRHDQG
non-safety toe boots. Show MLA card or
order online with discount code available
IURP0/$RIÀFH

Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum on
multiple drum purchases (must show current
MLA card). 603-300-2846

Boat Builders/Repairs
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
Bass Harbor, ME -- $1,000 off final price of
hull with MLA membership. 207-244-3795
SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or
top. on a 38’ CB or 44’ CB. 207-667-7427

Chiropractic
Slocum Chiropractic: a Maine Vitality Center
Brunswick, ME-- $25 inital visit and nervous
system scan. Value $125. 207-725-4222

Gifts
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional product orders. 800-560-6090

Hydraulics

Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members. 603-474-1914
Hews Company, LLC
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic
components & Cable Craft cables. 207-767-2136

Portland, ME -- 20% off legal services
207-772-2191

Museums & Entertainment
Cross Insurance Center
Portland, ME -- Member-only discounts for
select shows, Call the MLA for more info

Navtronics, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off of purchases.
207-363-1150

Financial & Investment
Back River Financial Group
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation
and review of previous tax returns.
207-622-3772

Fuel
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Boothbay Harbor, ME -- Fuel discount for
MLA members. 207-633-2300

Propellers
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
Dover, NH -- 10% off propeller repair & new
shafts. New propeller discounts vary.
603-617-3626
New England Propeller Inc
Plymouth, MA -- Discounts on marine
propeller, shafting, and related items, sales &
repairs. 508-746-8804
Nautilus Marine Fabrication, Inc.
Trenton, ME --5% Discount on propeller
reconditioning. 207-667-1119

Refrigeration Services
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.
207-893-0145

Safety Training & Equipment
Chase Leavitt Co.
Portland, Ellsworth -- %5 off service fee
for liferaft repack OR $50 off new liferaft
purchase w/ MLA card or current Maine
CF card www.chaseleavitt.com

Legal Services

Electronic Equipment Nicholas H Walsh PA, Maritime Law
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Rockland, ME -- 10% off list price on all
marine electronic products excluding MRP
products. 207-691-3993

Newspapers

Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA
members.
Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Bar Harbor, ME -- Free admission to commercial
ÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV.

Lobster & Seafood
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked lobster
meat. 207-963-5857

Get Maine Lobster.com
Portland, ME -- 55% off any retail priced item.
Not valid on specials or already discounted items.
Contact MLA for discount code 207-967-4555

Liferaft Services, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off liferaft repack with
proof of MLA membership. CAN be
combined with other promotions. 207363-0220
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG
Drill Conductor training. 207-338-1603

Trap Builders, Stock & Supplies
Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps
purchased at the Friendship store. Cannot be
combined with other discounts. 207-354-2545
Sea Rose Trap Co
S. Portland -- 5% off list price on traps. Must
show MLA card. 207-730-2063

Vessel Insurance

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discntd vessel insurance
plus 5% discount with proof of CG approved Drill Conductor course w/in the last
5 years. Wooden boat, Builders coverage, No
lay up period, discounted electronics deductible, and automatic coverage of researchers
207-370-1883
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Bottom Line
Super 46 Wesmac
C18 CAT

BAIT
HERRING

REDFISH

POGIES

ROCKFISH

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.

Why buy
secondhand?
Buy fresh,
buy direct!

Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our complete range of marine
power systems solutions is backed by a team with exceptional knowledge and experience.
• More engine choices.
• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.
• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contact:
Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

FRESH

207.594 . 0405

FROZEN

207. 542 .1856

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
www.oharabait.com

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5


Working
to make 2018
:RUNLQJWRPDNH
your best season ever!
\RXUEHVWVHDVRQHYHU

a7KHRQHVWRSVKRSIRU\RXUOREVWHU FRPPHUFLDOILVKLQJQHHGVa

9LVLWXVRQOLQHDWZZZEURRNVWUDSPLOOFRP
-RQHVERUR0(3RUWODQG0(7KRPDVWRQ0(:HVW%DWK0(
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A Legacy
built one
weld at
a time
SHAPED AND CRAFTED
BY OVER 38
FISHING SEASONS

H

MAINE

1.800.762.6374 . 1.508.234.8400
info@riverdale.com . www.riverdale.com

In-Sight Automatic/Manual
2IIVKRUH,QŴDWDEOH3)'
Extra Buoyant! Full 35 lbs. buoyancy!
Type V with Type II Performance. Heavyduty nylon shell with neoprene comfort
FROODU62/$6JUDGHUHŴHFWLYHWDSH
In-Sight window shows armed status.
QUANTITIES!
$ 99 LIMITED
Reg 149.99
SAVE

HAMILTON 99

MARINE

+LJK3HUIRUPDQFH/('/LJKWV
Provides superior light with ultra
low power consumption. High
purity aluminum housings.
Search# RIL-

$

FROM

11399

Orange

$&&86DWŠ(3,5%V

$

46999

%ODFN6KRFN&RUG
UV resistant, solid black.
Order# 740364

41¢ )7 $9804 )W
Spool
Spool
43¢ )7 $11258 )W

Grundies Long Underwear

4949pair
6WHHO7RH%ODFN $
5399pair

6RIW7RH*UHHQ

$

CNK-3500

Exhaust Wrap

FREE HEAT From Your Engine’s
Closed Cooling System!

CNK-3550

6HDUFK*5'*%

Marine Oil Stoves

Flush mount or ducted.
28,000 to 40,000 BTUs.

Rugged stainless
steel. Runs on diesel oil or kerosene.
Reliable, efficient,
and safe heat.
Search# MH- 6HDUFK5()

Size
Order#
SELL
2" x 1/16" 117646 24.49
3" x 1/16" 117648 35.99
4" x 1/16" 117649 46.99

800-639-2715 • hamiltonmarine.com

ŏ/LWWOH9LFN\Ő
1HW 7ZLQH.QLIH
The best rope and
twine knife available.
3-1/4" serrated blade.
SAB-40603
Order# 165434

6 each
$ 84
69 dozen
$ 17

)LVK%DVNHW

$

Shirt or Pants

4499 each

27999

Plastic with
handles and
holes for draining. 1 bushel
capacity.

High performing
merino wool, polyester
hollow core and spandex blend to keep you
warm. Sizes S-3XL.

$

Wide legs for quick
donning, whistle and
storage bag.

RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

Order# 740363

Reg 18.99
HTV-179873
Order# 754535

Part#
HM-EW2
HM-EW3
HM-EW4

KNT-1540-AU
Order# 753274

Order# 731678

34999

USCG APPROVED

Adult Universal Cold
Water Immersion Suit

$

Order# 731676

13" High. Oil and slip resistant
sole. Adjustable nylon snow cuff.
Insulating wool felt liner. Rated to
-40°F. Sizes 4-15. Waterproof.

Made from fiberglass.
Contains no
asbestos.
Sold in
100' rolls.

24999

Double cover, green tracer.

&KLQRRN%DG$[H%RRWV

4

$

Cat I Auto

3' x 3' mat, 1/2" thick, 2-Sided
Interlocking Design .

$ 49

Hi-vis yellow accents. Removable head pillow. Articulated
arms for easier donning, with
buddy line and whistle.

Cat II Manual

$

1450 SAVE

6 Year
%DWWHU\

406 MHz. Completely waterproof.
6 Year Non-Haz Mat battery. 6 Year
warranty. Stainless steel antenna.
USCG/GMDSS Approved.

$QWL)DWLJXH0DW

$

50

$

Red

Order# 752862 Order# 761645

USCG APPROVED

Premium Adult Universal
Immersion Suit

1999

HML-BASKET-PAS
Order# 118243

+DPLOWRQ0DULQH/REVWHU%XR\3DLQW
:DWHUEDVHGH[WUDWRXJKDQGORQJODVWLQJŴH[LEOH
coating, UV/Weather resistant, low odor, fast drying,
easy soap and water cleanup. Red, Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue, Black or White. 6HDUFK+0/%3

1499 QT
$ 99 GAL
49

$

SCAN THIS

QR CODE
See just how tough our buoy paint is!
Or watch on our website or Facebook page.

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT MAINE

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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Our Leadership is Changing. Our Mission is not.
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association is known for the
work we do. And we’ve been working for
Maine lobstermen since 1954.

Now is the time for YOU to join the MLA
and continue the tradition!

Continuity.
David Cousens 1991 - 2018

Integrity.
Perseverance.

Ed Blackmore 1974 - 1991

Ossie Beal 1967-1974

Les Dyer 1954-1966
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS

ELECTRONICS

INSURANCE

Back River Financial Group
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344
207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation, review of
previous tax returns.

Midcoast Marine Electronics
700 Main St.
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-3993
info@midcoastmarine.biz
www.midcoastmarine.com

AUTOMOTIVE

Navtronics, LLC
15 Hannaford Dr
York, ME 03909
207-363-1150
accounting@navtronics.com
www.navtronics.com
5% off purchases for MLA members

Smithwick & Marriners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA
members. Additional 5% discount
with proof of completed C.G. Fishing
Vessel Drill Conductor course within
the last 5 years.

Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route One
Newcastle, ME 04553
rmiller@newcastlechrysler.com
www.newcastlechrysler.com
3 years (total 12) oil changes when
you purchase a new or used vehicle.
Weirs GMC Buick
1513 Portland Rd.
Arundel, ME 04046
877-861-0700
www.weirsgmc.com
Buy a new GMC truck & get a free
Bullet Liner
BAIT DEALERS
Bessy Bait LLC
155 Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple
drum purchases (must show current
MLA card).
Cape Porpoise Lobster & Bait Co.
PO Box 7217
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014
207-967-0900
allendaggett@hotmail.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com
CBS Lobster
52 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101
207-775-2917
cbslobster13@yahoo.com
Lighthouse Lobster & Bait
PO Box 194
Eastport, ME 04631
207-853-3137
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143
wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
New England Fish Co.
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME, 04101
207-253-5626 nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com
Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT
REPAIR
SW Boatworks
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top on 38
and 44 Calvin Beal.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530 207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members

10% off list price on all marine electronic
products

FINANCIAL &
INVESTMENT
Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com
Machias Savings Bank
PO Box 318
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com
FISHING, MARINE AND
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com
LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/
WHOLESALE/RETAIL
Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net
Fuel discount for MLA members
Calendar Islands Maine Lobster LLC
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9140
john@calendarislandsmainelobster.com

Alliance Rubber Company
201 Carpenter Dam Rd
Hot Springs, AR 71913
jsammons@alliance-rubber.com
www.rubberband.com
10% off custom printed lobster bands

Canobie Seafoods, Inc.
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com

Grundens USA Ltd
PO Box 2068
Poulsbo, WA 98370
360-779-4439/800-323-7327
info04@grundens.com

Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com

Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 548-6302
Southwest Harbor: 244-7870
Rockland: -594-8181
Portland: 774-1772
Jonesport: 497-2778
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts available to commercial
fishermen
North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service
GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional
product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for
MLA members.

Chicken of the Sea Frozen Foods
20 Ladd St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
adaughan@cosff.com
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com
Garbo Lobster
Pete Daley
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217
peted@garbolobster.com
GetMaineLobster.com
Mark Murrell
315 Fore St.
Portland, ME 04101
866-562-4817
info@getmainelobster.com
www.getmainelobster.com
55% discount on any retail item, not
valid on specials or already discounted items. Contact MLA for discount
code.
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com

Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components &
Craft cables.

Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand Street, Ground Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11211
212-387-8487
ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com

INDUSTRY
ORGANIZATIONS

Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909
207-363-0876

Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com

Maine Ocean Lobster
Kevin Adams
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-229-0335

Quoddy Bay Lobster, Inc.
Shelly Griffin
7 Sea St
Eastport, ME 04631
207-853-6640
Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357
207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Co-op
275 Island Rd.
S. Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s
Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES
Milton Cat
101 Quarry Dr
Milford, MA 01757
508-634-5503
kevin_hampson@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
MEDICAL
Slocum Chiropractic
Dr. Tim Coffin
26 Bath Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-725-4222
drtimcoffin@gmail.com
www.slocumchiro.com
$25 initail consult & nervous system
scan ($150 value)
PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propellers Inc.
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
10% off propeller repair & new shafts.
New propeller discounts vary.
Nautilus Marine Fabrication
13 Industrial Way
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-1119
nautilusmarine@roadrunner.com
www.nautilus-marine.com
5% discount on propeller reconditioning
New England Propeller, Inc.
9 Apollo Eleven Rd.
Plymouth, MA 02360
508-747-6666
neprop@aol.com
Discounts on marine propellers,
shafting, and related items, sales and
repairs.

REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billy’s Inc.
PO Box 837, Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
Chase Leavitt
144 Fore St., Portland 04010
207-772-6383
218 Bucksport Rd., Ellsworth 04605
207-667-9390
www.chaseleavitt.com
5% off liftraft repack, $50 off new
liferaft purchase at both locations.
Liferaft Services, LLC
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909
207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of
MLA membership. Discount can be
combined with other promotions.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK
SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at
Friendship store. Cannot be added to
other discounts.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
120 Breakwater Annex
South Portland, ME 04106
207-730-5531
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA
members
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“Embracing Ecosystem Change: Can Jonah Crab, Black Sea Bass, and Fishing
Communities Get Along?”

through the supply chain.
On Friday afternoon, the lobster industry will have an opportunity to
learn about the declining status of
North American right whales and
actions under consideration by the
National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) to protect them, including
proposals for weak rope and ropeless fishing. Fishermen will be able
to view gear removed from entangled right whales since the sinking
line regulations have been implemented.

USM nursing students will be on
hand for various health screenings.
All photos courtesy of the MFF.

Other presentations on Friday
include review of changes to the
Northern Gulf of Maine federal scallop fishery; the yearly question-and-answer session with officials from NOAA’s
Greater Atlantic Regional Fisheries Office; and presentations by students in the
Eastern Maine Skippers Program on their year-long research projects related
to the question of how individuals and communities can best manage and restore local fisheries. The Eastern Maine Skippers Program is a collaboration
between the Maine Center for Coastal Fisheries in Stonington and the Rural
Aspirations Project operating in eight high schools in Downeast Maine. The
goal of the program is to allow students to work with scientists, fishermen, regulators and industry professionals
to investigate challenges within
the fishing industry and then to
research, develop and present locally-based solutions.

The Thursday evening reception
features Maine’s multiple seafoods.

On Saturday there will be a meeting of the Maine Lobster Boat
Racing Association, the Alewife
Harvesters
Association
and
the Maine Elver Fishermen’s
Association. How fishermen can
adapt to a warming Gulf of Maine
will be tackled in a session entitled

New England Marine & Industrial
www.newenglandmarine.com

Lobster Bands
We carry:
Printed and Non Printed
Sheddar
Standard
Cold Water Shedder
Jumbo
Worcester Cow Hide Bait
We carry Regular and Hairless Bait
Call for Special Pricing on both 5 pail
purchases and pallet (20 pails) purchases
“One week notice needed on pallet purchases”

BUOYS:
Spongex
Sea Alex
Polyform US
Polyform Norway

Several sessions will focus on the Maine lobster fishery, which continues to
be the economic mainstay of the coast. Scientists from DMR will present the
2017 lobster landings figures and their findings from the department’s settlement, ventless trap, sea sampling, and inshore trawl surveys. Other DMR policy experts will speak about the state of the lobster fishery both in Maine and
elsewhere and possible management changes in the future. The University of
Maine will present its research findings on what they’ve learned about cod and
cusk bycatch in lobster traps. And researchers from the Northeast Center will
discuss what they’ve learned during their project to identify a safe and comfortable life preserver for lobstermen to wear on their boats. The Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative will give its annual report on efforts to develop stronger markets for Maine soft-shell lobsters. The MLMC was created by the Maine
Legislature in 2013 and is up for re-authorization this year.
Throughout the weekend there will be events for the families of fishermen, including numerous children’s activities and the ever-popular Food Guys’ seafood cooking classes. Nursing students from the University of Southern Maine
nursing school will provide blood pressure and other health screenings for fishermen and their families. And the popular Trade Show will feature dozens of
booths offering everything from fishing engines to the latest electronic gear.
On Thursday evening Maine seafood companies will showcase their products
at the evening Seafood Reception. On
Friday night, the annual Fishermen’s
Forum Scholarship auction takes
place. The lively auction raises money
for educational scholarships awarded
to the children of fishermen or those
in the fishing industry. On Saturday
night the final dinner and dance will
also feature the annual Officer of
the Year awards, given by the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association.
As ever, the Maine Fishermen’s Forum
will be packed with presentations,
conversations, and camaraderie. We
hope to see you there!

Children learn about safety at
sea.

The Saturday night
banquet is full of
awards, like the
Golden V-notch
award presented
here by the MLA to
lobsterman Willis
Spear. CFN photo.

Voices of the Maine Fishermen’s Forum:
An oral history project
Everyone attending the Maine Fishermen’s Forum is welcome to step aboard
The First Coast’s Airstream mobile recording studio, parked by the Samoset’s
front entrance, to help document Maine’s fisheries legacy. Come be interviewed, tell your stories about fishing and the fishing industry, and share your
legacy with the next generation of fishermen!
Whether you have a specific fisheries-related story you want to share, or prefer
being interviewed in a Q&A fashion; whether young or old; whether fisherman,
family member, friend, or fellow fisheries fan, we want to hear from you.

Rain Gear:
Guy Cotton
Grundens
Helly Hansen
NEMI Rain Gear
200 Spaulding Tpke
Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2836

Maine Sea Grant, The First Coast, and College of the Atlantic are working together to bring The First Coast’s mobile audio recording studio (a refurbished
Airstream) to the Forum where it will be parked in a visible location at the
Samoset and open 10 a.m to 10 p.m all three days of the Forum for walk-in and
pre-scheduled oral history sessions.

Boots:
Guy Cotton
Xtratuff
Muck Boots
Servus
Grundens
294 Ocean St
Brant Rock, MA
781-834-9301

All audio will be archived in a publicly accessible location, and stories of Maine’s
fishermen and our changing coast will be produced from the audio. If all goes
well, we hope to make this an annual feature of the Maine Fishermen’s Forum,
so that the legacy of our fishing communities is preserved forever.

86 Cemetary Rd
Stonington, ME
207-367-2692

Please help spread the word and invite folks to stop by the Airstream at
any time during the Forum, or sign up for a storytelling slot by calling or
emailing: Galen Koch, The First Coast, 664-4759, galen.e.koch@gmail.com
or Natalie Springuel, Maine Sea Grant, 266-6912, nspringuel@coa.edu
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DON’T FORGET TO SUBMIT YOUR PAPERWORK FOR HEALTH
INSURANCE COVERAGE!
Whew! It’s done! Well, almost.

If you have other data matching issues,
repeat the steps for each one. When
done, you can log out.

Health insurance Navigators and Brokers across the state had a very busy and
short Open Enrollment Period for 2018 coverage. The Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services reported that from November 1 to December 15, 76,480
people in Maine submitted applications and enrolled in a health insurance
plan through the Healthcare.gov platform. For most people, this process was
straightforward. Others, however, learned when they received their eligibility
notice that further information was needed to complete their applications and
that their eligibility for health insurance was only temporary.

When the document has been uploaded
successfully, “Upload more documents”
appears next to the inconsistency on
the “Application details” tab. You’ll get
a notice in a few weeks saying your
document(s) is currently under review,
or if the Health Insurance Marketplace
needs any other information from you.

For those of you who received such a notice, don’t despair. It’s simple to submit
the required information. The Health Insurance Marketplace may ask you for
documents to confirm information on your application concerning your income, citizenship, immigration status, or Special Enrollment Period eligibility.
If you are unsure about what you need to submit, you can log into your account
and review your eligibility results at any time.

If you do not have access to a scanner,
you can always mail your documents directly to the Marketplace. Do not send
the original copies of your documents;
send photocopies instead. You will need
to include your printed bar code which
can be found on the last page of your
eligibility notice along with your printed
name and application ID number, which
is near your mailing address at the top
of your notice. Mail your documents to:

By Bridget Thornton

You have two options for submitting your documents: by uploading the documents into your online Healthcare.gov account or by mail. Uploading the documents into your account is the fastest way to get this done. Simply scan the
documents and save the files in one of these accepted formats: pdf, .jpeg, .jpg,
.gif, .xml, .png, .tiff, .bmp. Once you have done that follow these instructions to
submit them:

•

Log into your Marketplace Account.

•

Click on your name in the top right and select “My applications &
coverage” from the dropdown menu.

•

Select the current year’s application from “Your existing applications.” Make sure the application ID matches the one in your notice.

•

Click “Application details” on the left-hand menu. You’ll see a full list
of “data matching issues” that apply to you and your household listed
under “Send documents for data matching issues.”

•

Select the green “Upload documents” (or “Upload more documents”)
button to the right of the issue.

•

Choose a document type from the drop-down list.

•

Click “Select file to upload.”

•

Locate and select the scanned document file on your computer.
Click “Upload.” When the upload is successful, a checkmark appears
next to the file name.

Bridget Thornton is the MLA’s
health insurance Navigator.
MLA photo.

Health Insurance Marketplace
Attn: Coverage Processing
465 Industrial Blvd
London, KY 40750-0001
While this may seem tedious, it is very important to provide any additional
information that the Marketplace requests as soon as possible. If you don’t
submit the documents by the deadline posted on your eligibility notice, you
could lose your health insurance, financial assistance, or your chance to enroll
through a special enrollment period.
The MLA Health Insurance Navigators can help you with this process. Don’t
hesitate to call the MLA office at 967-4555 or email bridget@mainelobstermen.
org.

We have what you need!
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Canada continued from page 3

observer coverage to collect data. These organizations join with dozens of established harvester groups in the Atlantic provinces who work very hard on
behalf of their members; most come together under an umbrella organization
called the Canadian Independent Fish Harvesters Federation. Having all lobster harvesters in Canada working together within strong organizations is a
positive development for the sector.
Buyers, live shippers and processors in Nova Scotia are also building capacity with new leadership from executive director Leo Muise at the Nova Scotia
Seafood Alliance ( formerly the Nova Scotia Fishpackers Association). Other
inshore-focused shore-side groups in the Atlantic provinces include the
Prince Edward Island Seafood Processors Association, the Nova Scotia/New
Brunswick Lobster Processors Association, and the Association of Seafood
Producers in Newfoundland and Labrador. The offshore is represented by the
Seafood Producers of Nova Scotia and the Fisheries Council of Canada. The
Lobster Council of Canada is the umbrella group that brings together harvesting, buying, processing, live shipping and support activities around one table.
While this may seem like a powerful number of organizations, it is instructive
to note that each has either one or two employees.
The second development of note is the establishment of the Atlantic Fisheries
Fund (AFF), a joint provincial ($126 million) and federal ($295 million) program
focused on providing funding for fishery innovation, science, and infrastructure. A $30 million earmark from the AFF focuses on marketing and market
access that we hope to use to finally fund our marketing strategy for Canadian
lobster. More details about the AFF will be announced later in 2018. We look
forward to growing the value of Homarus americanus stock, which we share, to
the benefit of both Canadian and American industry participants.
With continued capacity-building within organizations and a properly funded
marketing and promotion campaign, it is hoped that we will soon achieve the
goal of a win/win for all within the Canadian lobster value chain.

3XUVH/LQH%DLW

Call 207-389-9155 or
Jennie’s cell: 207-841-1454
Email jenniebplb@yahoo.com

6HUYLQJPLGFRDVW0DLQH¿VKHUPHQ
since 1996
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in the mid-1980s as a young man willing to make
the trek from his home in South Thomaston to
Augusta to protest something he thought wasn’t
right. Cousens wanted to see the maximum-size
regulation for lobsters kept in place while Maine
while the Maine Import Export Lobster Dealers
Association, which argued that they suffered an
economic disadvantage because oversized lobsters were legal in all other states and Canada,
wanted it removed in order to be able to land
and possess those lobsters in the state. “I went
up to Augusta to speak against it. Ed found me in
the corridor and started talking to me about the
MLA and I said, ‘Who the hell are you?’” Cousens
laughed. Blackmore persisted and before long
Cousens was vice-president of the board. The MLA
had fought two previous attempts to remove the
oversize measure in the late 1970’s.

ters in Maine, Massachusetts, and the other New
England and Mid-Atlantic states, it made sense to
have the Commission, not the Council, hold the
regulatory power. They saw this as an opportunity to push Maine’s conservation measures into
federal waters, rather than have the government
dictate how the state fishery should be managed.

MLA lawyer Clayton Howard, former MLA
president Ed Blackmore, and David Cousens at the
organization’s 50th anniversary.
Photo courtesy of CFN.

When Blackmore stepped down, Cousens and
York lobsterman Pat White decided to run the association in tandem, with Cousens as president
and White as executive director. “I said I’d do it
but not the business stuff. We ran the meetings together,” Cousens said. Cousens and White quickly
found themselves representing not only MLA
members but all Maine lobstermen at dozens of
state, regional and federal meetings and hearings
throughout New England. The issues were many:
legal size increases, V-notching, the perennial
desire of dragger boat captains to land lobsters
caught in their nets, and escape vent changes.

“We would go in as good cop, bad cop,” Cousens
recalled. “I’d blast them, telling them all the
things we had to have and then Pat would come
in saying what he thought we could live with.
We’d laugh our asses off on the way home. At
many meetings we could both see what would
work and what wouldn’t and change our approach to match without ever saying anything.”
The ASMFC required that the states agree to
certain conservation measures in their lobster management plans. Cousens advocated
for V-notching as one of those measures. A “V”
notched in the tail of an egg-bearing lobster tells
lobstermen in the future not to keep that female,
thus allowing it to produce more eggs and juvenile lobsters. V-notching was a long-standing
practice among Maine lobstermen, but not those
in other states. “That’s what we wanted as well as
a maximum size limit. We pushed hard. It took
time but eventually everyone recognized it as a
conservation measure,” Cousens said.

Another contentious issue was whether to allow groundfish boats to land lobsters caught
at sea. Groundfishermen, who were still the
But perhaps one of the most significant issues
dominant force on the NEFMC, wanted to land
Cousens and former First Lady Hillary Clinton at
the two men tackled was the transfer of regula30,000 pounds of lobster per trip. “Around 90%
a health insurance forum in Boston in the early
tory authority from the NEFMC to the Atlantic
of those lobsters were female! Enforcement in
1990s. Clinton later invited Cousens and his famStates Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC).
Massachusetts knew that. The Council didn’t
The Council oversaw management of commerily to dine with her and her husband in the White
have the balls to make it zero [pounds landed
cial fisheries in federal waters; the Commission,
House. Getty Photo image.
per trip]. So they sent me to talk to the fishermen
on the other hand, had regulatory authority over
in New Bedford.” The meetings were not cordial.
interstate fisheries, those that predominately occur in state waters. Cousens
Cousens demanded zero lobster bycatch be landed; the fishermen stuck to
and White argued that since 80% of the lobster harvested came from state waContinued on page 24

The Maine Lobstermen’s Association represents lobstermen from Calais to York. The board of directors brings lobstermen from diverse corners of
the coast together to talk, argue, and lead the association in its activities. But along the way, the directors form close connections with each other.
Some of the directors took time to reflect on David Cousens and his long tenure as board president.
Arnie Gamage, South Bristol
“I’ve known Dave thirty years now. He’s a good people person and he’s not
afraid to talk. He has the ability to get a read on people. He could tell if someone, a politician, was being truthful or not. He didn’t hold back: if someone
was talking bullshit, he’d point his finger at him and tell him so.
His commitment is unbelievable. I don’t think anyone realizes the hours and
the phone calls and the thinking about things late at night. And he’s done it for
the good of the industry. We never seemed to get a break. You would get something accomplished and then there were always more hurdles.
Dave would get calls from lobstermen asking ‘Why are you doing this? Why
not just leave it alone?’ And the answer is because we have to be proactive. If
you are reactive, you get all sorts of things stuffed down your throat.”
Jack Merrill, Islesford
“I met Dave years ago when Eddie Blackmore and I were up in Augusta. I had
made a flyer explaining why getting rid of the maximum size was a bad idea.
Dave asked how he could help and I had him hand out the flyers and talk to
people. I saw right away that he had it. He was smart, persuasive, and he could
talk to people.
What he’s brought to the MLA is the ability to make tough decisions without a
lot of time to consider them. He has always made the right decision in all the
years I’ve known him. He can size something up and make the call and in the
long run, he’s always been right.
Dave called us all a lot to talk through things. And he’d say that we need to do
what’s right not what’s politically correct. It doesn’t matter if we lose members,
although of course we don’t want to. It’s the right thing to do for the industry.
I think all history comes down to one person who takes action, who changes
history. Dave’s done that for our industry.”
Tad Miller, Matinicus
“When I think about David I think about the word commitment. I believe this
industry has been so fortunate to have had someone that has put in the time
and energy over such a long period of time as David has. He has led this or-

ganization and industry on a steady course for many years, which by itself is
remarkable given all of the changes that have come along.
I personally will miss the times that we all car-pooled to meetings and we
talked a lot of business on the rides back and forth, but there was also a lot of
laughs during those rides too. One thing that I think all harvesters would do
well to remember is love him or hate him, David has always gone not just the
extra mile, but thousands of miles to try to keep this industry strong!”
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island
“While sometimes David’s expression of his opinion may include colorful language, it is a reflection of his passionate position on the issues. I am proud to
have seen him present MLA positions at crucial hearings and keenly articulate
the industry’s positions in a respectful yet authoritative manner.
David has been an effective leader of the industry, and I am proud to have
served with him on the board representing issues affecting our industry. His
dedication to this industry and the MLA has been something you could take
to the bank. If someone needs to be there, he is always willing and many times
with no recognition of his personal sacrifice of time, our most precious commodity. Dedicated support of a sustainable fishery, and the communities that
depend on it is something David has devoted his life to, for 27+years.”
Bob Baines, South Thomaston
“David is open-minded. He can argue with you and disagree and still patch
things up. But he does not suffer fools lightly. He stands up for what he believes
in, sometimes to a fault.
The MLA and David have tremendous credibility when it comes to politicians
and it’s taken years for him to achieve that. He has the ability to make a point
and I admire that. When it is time to step up to microphone he speaks without
any notes and he nails it.
What people don’t recognize is how much time and energy he’s given for our
industry, not just MLA members, going to countless meetings, taking time
away from his own fishing and his family. He’s brought us up to a new level as
the industry has changed and evolved.”
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DMR Ventless Lobster Trap Study
Collaborative Fisheries Research

Study Goal

Contracted Boats

The Ventless Lobster Trap Study, conducted by the Maine Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) every year from June to August since
2006, is a collaborative research effort between industry and scientists
in which juvenile lobster data are collected to be used in the stock
assessment.

Project Objectives

OPEN
FOR
BID

1) Characterize juvenile lobster relative abundance & size-distribution,
2) Determine which environmental factors may influence lobster
distribution,
3) Promote collaboration between fishermen and DMR scientists,
4) Encourage industry participation in the lobster stock assessment
process.

Canadian Border
– Addison

OPEN
FOR
BID

N. Penobscot Bay

Addison – MDI

S. Penobscot Bay

Capt William
Faulkingham
F/V 51

Capt Peter Miller
F/V Sasha

Study Design

Muscongus Bay

The Gulf of Maine is divided into three federal statistical areas. Sites
are randomly selected in each area and 3 ventless traps will be
deployed at each of the 276 total sites. Survey gear is tended by
contracted lobstermen who are selected by competitive bid. All survey
gear will have bright orange poly buoys marked with DMR contact
information. This is a fishery independent study and DMR staff will be
onboard each trip to measure lobsters. All lobsters will be discarded.
For more info: http://www.maine.gov/dmr/about/rfps.html

Questions? Contact:

State of Maine

Capt Dustin Delano
F/V Knotty Lady

MDI – Isle au
Haut
Capt Brian Tripp
F/V Enginuity

Pemaquid –
Casco Bay
Capt Terry Lagasse
F/V Bossy Lady II
Ellsworth

Katherine Thompson
Belfast

Survey Coordinator
Katherine.J.Thompson@Maine.gov
Office: (207) 633-9565
Cell: (207) 350-6380

Kathleen Reardon
Senior Lobster Biologist
Kathleen.Reardon@Maine.gov
Office: (207) 633-9404
Cell: (207) 350-7440

Casco Bay
Capt Justin Papkee
F/V Pull N Pray

511
512

Portland

OPEN
FOR
BID

513

Gulf of Maine

Cape Elizabeth –
NH Border

A research collaboration between DMR and GOMLF

HYDRO-SLAVE
News & Comment for and by the Fishermen of Maine

Independent Journalism

SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE

ESTABLISHED IN 1995 AS THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
VOICE OF THE MAINE LOBSTER FISHING INDUSTRY

NEW ENGLAND’S
MOST READ
More Industry News
More Writers
More Photos
INFORMATION FOR
MAKING INTELLIGENT
DECISIONS

What Fishermen
Read
Monthly, 17,000 readers
from Eastport, Maine to
Cape Cod find the news
of their industry.

207-963-7195

www.Fisher mensVoice.com

POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS
Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: marinHhydUDXOLFHQJLQHHULQJFRP

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED STUDY PROVES VALUE OF V-NOTCH AND
OVERSIZE RULES
By MLA staff
A new study, led by scientists at the Gulf of Maine Research Institute and colleagues at the University of Maine and NOAA, reveals how conservation practices by Maine lobstermen help make the state’s lobster fishery more resilient
to the effects of climate change.
“We are proud of our conservation measures. Maine lobstermen believe in them
and have known that they work long before science
acknowledged it,” said Patrice McCarron, executive director of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA). “During the 80’s and 90’s, and into the 2000’s,
the MLA lead the charge to get these measures accepted by scientists and managers. Guys knew they
worked because it was common sense, but it took
the scientists a bit longer to get there.”
Maine lobstermen toss back large lobsters and mark
egg-bearing lobsters with a V-notch, which protects
them from being harvested in the future when not
bearing eggs. This conservation culture is different
from that of southern New England, where lobstermen had not taken the same steps to preserve large,
reproductive lobsters.

Over 30 years (1984-2014), ocean temperatures increased rapidly in both regions. Summer ocean temperatures began to increase, to the benefit of the Gulf
of Maine lobster stocks and the detriment of the southern New England. The
researchers estimate that, during this 30-year period, the Gulf of Maine population increased by 515%, while the southern New England population declined
by 78%.
The study shows how conservation efforts prepared the Gulf of Maine lobster
population for temperature changes. Researchers
estimate that lobster population growth in the
Gulf of Maine was more than double what it would
have been without conservation measures. Model
simulations showed that, without conservation
measures to protect large lobsters and reproductive females, lobster abundance in the Gulf of
Maine would have increased by 242% instead of
515%.
Temperature changes were disastrous for the
southern New England lobsters, on the other hand,
which were already at their southern biological
range. Additionally, the region’s lack of protections
on larger reproductive lobsters made the population less resilient amid warmer waters.

The study, funded by the National Science
While scientists expect lobster populations to deFoundation and published in Proceedings of the
cline from recent highs, the 30-year outlook for the
National Academy of Sciences, shows how warming
Gulf of Maine fishery looks positive if conservation
waters and contrasting conservation practices conpractices continue. In their 30-year projection, the
tributed to simultaneous record landings in the Gulf
researchers anticipate average lobster populaV-notching egg-bearing female lobsters helped
of Maine fishery and population collapse in southtions in the Gulf of Maine to be similar to those in
strengthen the Gulf of Maine lobster stock as
ern New England. The research team used advanced
the early 2000s.
the environment changed. NEFMC photo.
computer models to simulate the ecosystem under
“Maine lobstermen fully recognize that our revarying conditions, allowing them to understand the
source is at a record high and will not continue to
relative impacts of warming waters, conservation efgo up. That’s how commercial fisheries are; they
forts, and other variables. The results show that, while temperature change was
go
up
and
down,
”
McCarron
said. “We are fortunate to have real data on all
the primary contributor to lobster population changes, conservation efforts
life stages of the lobster through the DMR sampling programs, and those surmade a key difference.
veys continue to look steady. I’m not too worried about a 30-year prediction.
Lobstermen will continue to adapt to changes in the fishery as we always have.”

— Maine Fair Trade Lobster—

Supports Maine
Lobstermen

NEW DIRECTOR OF GARFO
SELECTED
NOAA press release
Michael Pentony was appointed the new Regional
Administrator for NOAA Fisheries Greater Atlantic
Regional Fisheries Office in January. Pentony has
been with the agency since 2002, serving in a series of positions including as the Assistant Regional
Administrator for the Sustainable Fisheries
Division since 2014. He succeeds retiring Regional
Administrator John Bullard, who had been in the position since 2012.

GARFO
In his new role, Pentony will head the agency’s reAdministrator
gional office, which has responsibility for managing
approximately 100,000 square miles of the northwest
Michael Petony
Atlantic, the marine ecosystem from Maine to Cape
NOAA photo.
Hatteras and the Great Lakes. His office works closely with the New England and the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Councils,
the states, fishing industry, and other stakeholders to manage federal commercial and recreational fisheries, marine mammals, habitat, and much more. As
Administrator, he will also oversee critical aspects of international fisheries
conservation and management in the region.
Pentony has extensive experience leading the development and implementation of the fishery management plans and regulations created by the two councils and the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission. In his sustainable
fisheries management role, he oversaw all aspects of fourteen management
plans for 42 species valued at nearly $1.6 billion annually.

200 Main St. Prospect Harbor, ME
www.mftlobster.com
P: 207.963.9010

Prior to taking the Assistant Regional Administrator position in 2014, Pentony
served for 12 years as a team supervisor in the sustainable fisheries division.
Before joining NOAA Fisheries in 2002, Pentony worked for five years as a policy analyst for the New England Fishery Management Council, primarily on
issues related to habitat, marine protected areas, and the red crab fishery. He
has a B.S. degree in engineering a master’s degree in environmental management from Duke University. Between college and graduate school, Mr. Pentony
served for six years as an officer in the United States Air Force as an engineering
project manager on a variety of military satellite and launch-vehicle programs.
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A SEA SQUIRT INVASION HITS MAINE
By Alina Basilone, University of New England undergraduate
Pale yellow to bright orange, shaped like vases or mats — sea squirts come in
all forms and colors and they’re taking over Maine waters. Sea squirts were unintentionally introduced in the early 1990s by ships
and boats coming from different parts of the world
without being properly cleaned, or from ballast water, and possibly even from aquaculture. Because
they start their lives as tiny plankton, they are easily transferred from area to area and can quickly invade a new region. The lack of natural predators in
the Gulf of Maine has made invasion of our coastal
waters a breeze for these tiny animals.
Sea squirts are tunicates, distantly related to humans, and classified under the subphylum Tunicata.
They get the name “tunicate” from a firm, leatherlike outer coating called a tunic which protects their
delicate bodies. The nickname “sea squirt” originates from their feeding and respiration strategy. Sea
squirts take in water from one siphon to ingest algae
and bacteria in the water column and pump the water over their gills to draw dissolved oxygen (respire).
They then shoot the water out of another siphon to
avoid taking up the same water again. Because the
Gulf of Maine is a nutrient-rich body of water, this
filter feeding strategy allows sea squirts to flourish
here. Robert Russell, an invasive species specialist
at the Department of Marine Resources (DMR), says
they are everywhere on the Maine coast.

Their ability to grow and reproduce quickly makes removal difficult and nearly
impossible to complete without spreading them further.
So, what makes sea squirts a problem now? Invasive sea squirts pose a major
threat because they can damage the coastal ecosystem and affect species biodiversity in an area, which
in turn affects fishing. Their ability to grow over and
smother shellfish beds can lead to a loss in production at aquaculture sites as well as a loss of wild oyster, mussel, or even scallop fisheries in some areas.
Furthermore, if left unchecked, sea squirts will also
grow on fishing gear, weighing the gear down and
making it difficult to haul. “The added time to process gear slows everything down,” said Russell, leading to loss of time and money. “When your gear is
covered in gunk, it covers the vents in the traps which
changes the water flow in the traps too.” The biggest
threats sea squirts pose to the lobstering industry in
Maine are a loss of lobster habitat and their ability to
engulf the gear used by lobstermen.
It is still unclear, however, how to control and contain the expansion of sea squirts in the Gulf of Maine.
Scientists are unsure how to decrease their growth
and how to properly remove them. “They reproduce
when you scrape them off. We don’t have a good rule
of how to do it,” says Russell.

Sea squirts quickly dry out and die when exposed to
air which could be a tactic to remove these tunicates
Sea squirts blanketed this lobster trap hauled
from pilings or fishing gear. Fishing gear should be
by
Travis
Stanley
last
summer
in
Blue
Hill
left out during non-fishing seasons or power washed
In the very early stages of the sea squirt life cycle,
Bay.
Photo
courtesy
of
DMR.
often to remove the sea squirts from the gear, and
they are planktonic in form and are carried by the
gear that contains sea squirts should not be dragged
currents. Planktonic sea squirts, resembling tador set in other areas in order to prevent their spread.
poles, can be found throughout the New England
“This stuff is here and there’s not a lot we can do,” said Russell. Still, fishermen
coast, allowing them to settle in any given area. “We are dealing with an open
should be aware of sea squirts on gear and if they see them, refrain from movsystem,” explains Russell. “It’s harder to contain.” Sea squirts will latch onto
ing gear without cleaning it first.
just about any hard surface including oyster and mussel beds, rocks, docks and
pilings. Once a sea squirt settles, it can quickly take over, growing on top of and
smothering shellfish species, traps, and benthic areas. “It looks like pancake
batter poured out,” says Russell. Because of their lack of native predators, their
growth can easily go unchecked. One study found that some periwinkle species
can consume tunicates, but the tunicates must already be dead.
Since their introduction, sea squirts have been found in the Damariscotta River,
points all over Georges Bank, as far north as Eastport and Cobscook Bay, Blue
Hill Bay and others. “What was once an issue contained to mid-coast Maine has
now spread,” said Russell. While there are native species of sea squirts present
in the waters of the Gulf of Maine, introduced species, specifically Didemnum
lahillei and Ciona intestinalis, are much more invasive. These species range
from vase-like to colonial structures and they can reproduce by fragmentation.

Co-ops continued from page 7

of the Tenants Harbor Fisherman’s Co-op, helped organize the initiative. “The
co-op is not acting like a lobster co-operative. It doesn’t have a geographic location,” she explained. Instead, the co-op is a collection of fishermen interested
in scallop aquaculture who want to share information and equipment and to
have the clout that an organized group can have when it comes to negotiating
price for their product. Currently the Maine Aquaculture Co-op has ten members, from Stonington to Tenants Harbor, who have aquaculture leases from
the Department of Marine Resources to grow scallops.
“It all came about when C.E.I. [Coastal Enterprises Inc.] came to Tenants Harbor
in 2016 looking for lobstermen to help collect scallop spat,” Carey said. “They
also wanted fishermen to test scallop growing equipment from Japan. Well,
that got us interested.” She and a few local fishermen talked to other fishermen about scallop aquaculture and the notion of forming a co-operative. “They
got the concept of a co-op really fast. This is the right model for aquaculture
because you are not out there by yourself risking everything.” Farm-raised scallops are gaining attention among seafood companies because they, unlike the
wild version, can be landed with the shell on, adding value to the final product.
Fishermen’s co-operatives have been a mainstay on the coast of Maine since
1947, when a group of Pemaquid fishermen first decided to band together for
their mutual benefit. Today’s co-ops are sailing into different waters in order to
maximize their value to their members and the communities that depend on
them.
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In the
NEWS
GROUPS SUE NMFS OVER RIGHT WHALE DEATHS

SEA SCALLOP SEASON LOOKING GOOD

Three environmental and animal rights organizations sued the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) in January, claiming that the agency charged with
protecting North Atlantic right whales has failed to protect the critically endangered animals from entanglement in lobster fishing gear. The civil complaint
filed in U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C., by the Center for Biological
Diversity, Defenders of Wildlife and the Humane Society of the United States
charges that the Department of Commerce and NMFS have failed to comply
with the Endangered Species, Marine Mammal Protection and Administrative
Procedure Acts “in authorizing and managing the American lobster fishery given the fishery’s ongoing harmful impacts to critically imperiled North Atlantic
right whales.” The complaint stated that NMFS issued a 2014 biological opinion
that lobster fishing would likely kill or injure three right whales a year, yet the
agency concluded that the fishery would not threaten the whales’ existence.
That decision, the plaintiffs argue, was arbitrary and capricious.

New England sea scallop fishermen will be able to fish in previously closed areas federal waters as a result of a decision by NOAA’s Greater Atlantic Regional
Fisheries Office. In January, outgoing administrator John Bullard informed the
New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) that the agency will follow most of its recommendations with regard to the NEFMC Essential Fish
Habitat Omnibus Amendment. The recommendations include opening up to
scallop harvesters an expanded portion of Closed Area I and the western part
of the Nantucket Lightship area, two sections of the Atlantic Ocean that have
been closed for a decade and are now expected to be loaded with large scallops.

ATLANTIC LINK SEA CABLE NOT MOVING FORWARD
The Massachusetts Clean Energy program announced that Northern Pass
Transmission has won a high-stakes state-sponsored contest to provide
Massachusetts with enough clean power to light up a million homes over 20
years. The 192-mile, 1,090-megawatt line planned through the center of New
Hampshire will transport power exclusively from Hydro-Quebec dams and
reservoirs, Department of Energy Resources commissioner Judith Judson announced today.
The Atlantic Link, a proposed 1,000-megawatt subsea transmission line between Atlantic Canada and southern New England was one of four projects
not selected. Emera, who put forward the Atlantic Link proposal, released a
statement saying “Emera will continue to advance Atlantic Link, including the
Presidential Permit application and required approvals from relevant agencies
in the US and Canada, as we assess the outcome of the Massachusetts solicitation and future market opportunities.”

MONHEGAN WIND PROJECT CONTEMPLATES NEW CABLE
ROUTE
The University of Maine announced that the Maine Aqua Ventus pilot wind energy project off Monhegan Island will not run its transmission cable into the
fishing village of Port Clyde. Project developers have identified 11 other possible
routes of which the top two are being evaluated. University officials have stated
that a geophysical survey of the top two sites will be conducted in March. One of
those sites would pass through Boothbay Harbor. The two-turbine pilot project
aims to test the feasibility of UMaine’s semi-submersible floating concrete platforms for offshore wind energy generation. Maine Aqua Ventus is a collaboration between the University of Maine, Cianbro Corp., and Naval Energies Inc. In
January the Maine Public Utilities Commission voted unanimously against giving final approval to the project’s proposed 20-year contract to sell electricity to
Central Maine Power, citing the drop in electricity prices that’s occurred since
its 2014 preliminary approval of proposed terms for the agreement.
NOVA SCOTIA FREEZES NEW PROCESSING, BUYER LICENSES
In early January, the Nova Scotia government placed an indefinite freeze on
new seafood buyer and processing licenses in the province. “We’ve put a freeze
in place to stop everything until we get a new framework in place and new
policy, maybe a new act,” Fisheries and Aquaculture Minister Keith Colwell
said. “I don’t know where it’s going to lead us.” The temporary freeze does not
impact existing operators who can still activate dormant licenses. The Nova
Scotia Seafood Alliance, representing fish plants, had called on the province in
2017 to stop issuing new buyer and processing licenses.
CANADA ISSUES NEW WHALE PROTECTION RULES FOR
SNOW CRAB FISHERY

YOU are invited to attend

the Boston Seafood Show!

FREE.
You are paying to market Maine lobster.
Come see for yourself how seafood is
marketed and sold.
This show is FREE and a must see!
When? Monday, March 12th, 2018
Where? Catch our coach in Bangor, Augusta,
Portland, or Kennebunk.
Cost? $ FREE
To register: call Andi at 967-4555 or sign up online at
www.mainelobstermen.org
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Last month Canadian federal fisheries minister Dominic LeBlanc imposed new
measures aimed at protecting North Atlantic right whales from entanglement
with snow crab fishing gear. The four new rules for the southern Gulf of St.
Lawrence snow crab fishery will reduce the amount of rope that can be left
floating on the surface when crab pots are set to no more than 3.7 meters. No
rope attaching a crab trap to a primary buoy can remain floating on the surface
of the water after the crab trap has been set. Metal weights will be required on
portions of the rope to ensure that the rope remains vertical in the water; rope
and gear will have to be color-coded based on the area in which it is set; each
piece of equipment must have serial numbers to identify the owner. Any lost
gear must be reported, along with its last GPS location. It is anticipated that
additional measures will be announced.

SUPERIOR BLOCK
(Superior Marine Products, Inc.)
announces
the updated edition of its
ALL-STAINLESS BLOCKS
in 4” and 5” sizes
VIRTUALLY UNBREAKABLE
Made in-house from 3/8 S/S Plate,
with our S/S Sheave (Alum or Ultra
High-Molly upon request).
Ask at your favorite marine
supply store, or RETAIL with PayPal
by calling
207-655-4492, or through
superior@fairpoint.net.

Superior Blocks, for the
LONG HAUL
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You can find more information, links, and photos at www.mainelobstermen.org. And let us know if you have upcoming events!
February 5
10 a.m., public hearing on LD 1791 An Act
to Continue the Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative, Augusta.
February 6
Deadline for DMR Collaborative Lobster
Research proposals. FMI: Marta.Peters@
maine.gov.
February 6-8
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission winter meeting, Arlington, VA.

March 7
BOEM Open House on oil and gas leasing
in the Gulf of Maine, 3-7 p.m., Augusta Civic
Center, Augusta. FMI: https://www.boem.
gov/National-Program-Participate.
March 8
“Making Waves: Challenging the Status Quo
in Maine’s Scallop Fishery” talk, 7-8 p.m.,
Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland.
FMI: 228-1635.

February 9
MLA board of directors meeting, noon,
Nautilus restaurant, Belfast.

March 11-13
Seafood Expo North America, Boston
Convention Center. FMI: https://www.seafoodexpo.com/north-america.

February 13
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
Board meeting, 1 p.m., Island Institute,
Rockland.

March 12
Free bus trip to Seafood Expo North America
offered by the MLA. FMI www.mainelobstermen.org or 967-4555.

Upcoming

March 13-16
New England Fishery Management Council
independent review committee meeting,
Hilton Garden Inn, Boston. FMI: www.
nefmc.org/library/council-program-review.

March 1-3
Maine Fishermen’s Forum, Samoset Resort,
Rockport.
March 2
MLA annual meeting, 9 a.m., Samoset
Resort, Rockport. FMI: 967-4555.

March 23-25
Maine Boatbuilders Show, Portland Sports
Complex. FMI: www.portlandcompany.com/
boatshow.

IN MEMORIAM: ANDY MAYS
Compiled from numerous publications
Southwest Harbor lobsterman and scalloper Andrew Scott Mays, 53, died on
December 28. He is survived by his wife Michelle and three sons.
Mays grew up in Moretown, Vermont, and graduated from Harwood Union
High School in 1982. One night after graduation he made a vow that whichever
branch of the military was advertised on that evening’s late-night TV, he would
enlist in; it was the Coast Guard. Mays served in the Coast Guard from 1983 to
1991 and was stationed in Southwest Harbor from 1985 to 1991.
During that time, Mays learned to scuba dive. After leaving the Coast Guard he set
up shop as “Aquaman,” performing commercial dive jobs. He also dove for scallops
for more than 25 years. Mays married his wife on February 6, 1998, in Tauranga,
New Zealand, after having met her on the Oak Point Road in Trenton in 1995.
Mays was very active in civic organizations, in the fishing industry and in town
politics. He was a Past Master of the Tremont Masonic Lodge # 77; a member
of the Academicians Unit of Anah Shrine; and a member of American Legion
Post #69, Southwest Harbor. He was a member of the Knights of Columbus
and an active member of St. Peter’s Catholic Church, Manset. Mays served on
the Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR) Scallop Advisory Council
and volunteered in scallop field research projects. He was a member of the
Southwest Harbor Harbor Committee and a shellfish warden for the town.
Mays was known for the strength of his opinions and his humor. The latter trait
was front and center in 2013, when the Colbert Report aired a sketch about
two buckets of scallop gonads that had gone missing on Mount Desert Island.
Mays, who was taking part in a scallop research project for the University of
Maine, had placed the buckets in the wrong car outside a local restaurant. The
car’s driver drove away, not knowing what lay in the back seat. After Mays and
the researcher in whose car the scallop gonads were supposed to be placed
realized what had happened, Mount Desert Island and Ellsworth police were
alerted. The missing buckets were quickly found. Local newspaper articles
about the mix-up got picked up by national news wires, which then drew the
attention of the satirical Colbert Report. Mays, who did not have a television,
reportedly enjoyed his family’s and friends’ reactions to his self-deprecating
comments on the segment.

In March, 2016, Mays was awarded
the first DMR Award of Excellence by
Commissioner Patrick Keliher at the
Maine Fishermen’s Forum. Mays had often sparred with Keliher during the years
when the department was re-vamping its
scallop management program. “Through
his work on DMR advisory councils over
the years, Andy has set an exemplary
standard of engagement and active participation for industry. As Commissioner
I have come to rely on Andy for his informed, colorfully blunt and straightforward opinions and ideas. His advice and
input is always a welcome and valuable
contribution to the fisheries management
process. There is no one more deserving
of this first annual award,” Keliher said at
the time. “I’m speechless,” Andy said later.
“I think this is the first time I’ve ever been
speechless.”

Andy Mays, courtesy of
Island Ad-vantages.

Andy’s love of family, country, and the water all came together when he built
his boat, F/V Lost Airmen, named for his great-uncle Louis Machovec and his
crewmates who lost their lives when their B-17 went down in the North Sea
in 1944. Andy worked tirelessly to learn the details of their service and to find
and reunite the family members of the lost crew. The mission was completed
in October 2017 when the last family was found. Andy delighted in speaking to
WWII veterans and encouraging them to tell their stories, sometimes for the
first time.
Those who wish to can make contributions to the Andy Mays Family Fund, c/o
The First, PO Box 86, Southwest Harbor, ME 04609, which will be used for the education and support of his school-aged sons Sylvester, Edmund, and Stanislaus.
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30,000 pounds. At the close of the first meeting, local police escorted Cousens
from the meeting place. At the second meeting, groundfishermen said they
would accept 10,000 pounds. Cousens stayed at zero. “I asked them to show me
how they would be hurt by showing me how much money they made from the
lobsters they sold in Massachusetts. You could have heard a pin drop in that
room,” Cousens laughed. The groundfishermen were selling those lobsters for
cash to local dealers and restaurants to avoid paying taxes on the catch; there
were no records. “Pat and I went to [ former Maine senator] Olympia Snowe
and told her what we wanted,” Cousens said. “She
called to say that she couldn’t get to zero, but the compromise was 100 lobsters per day or 500 lobsters per
trip.” Cousens and White made sure that no draggercaught lobster could be legally landed in Maine.
In the early and mid-1990s, Maine enjoyed a powerful presence in Congress. Senator George Mitchell
was the leader of the Senate; Senator Snowe was the
ranking member of the Subcommittee on Oceans,
Atmosphere, Fisheries and the Coast Guard; Senator
Bill Cohen soon became head of the Department of
Defense. Cousens and White had no hesitation in contacting any Congressional representative on the issues
that concerned them. “We developed personal friendships with them and we didn’t trouble them often.
They knew we wouldn’t cry wolf. We never complained
to Washington unless things were really bad,” Cousens
said.

on it.’ And I knew it wouldn’t hurt anyone.” The size of the escape vent had been
increased to 1 15/16-inches. When the ASMFC first settled on that size the previous year, Cousens had set 200 of his traps with the new vents. He found that
his traps fished better than before, with more of the “junk” escaping from the
trap. “We lost members over that. One guy tore up his MLA card in front of me
in the bathroom that night,” Cousens recalled. “But then the next year, when it
was mandated we heard no complaints, none.”
Despite occasionally contentious issues, Cousens found common ground
with lobstermen not only in New England but also in
Canada. “I went everywhere, Quebec, Halifax, P.E.I.
Back then, it was easy for the Canadian lobstermen to
blame us for everything. But we’d meet and talk and
finally we realized that the dealers were playing us,”
he said. “So we said ‘Let’s not let them do that.” In response, the MLA started publishing a weekly lobster
price report, detailing what was being paid at docks
in Massachusetts, Maine and the Canadian provinces.
MLA members were able to see exactly what was going
on both in the state and elsewhere, information that
gave them power when it came to selling their own
catches. “The price report was huge,” Cousens said.

Cousens currently sits on the board of the Island
Institute where he is involved with the impact of climate change on the Gulf of Maine and its fisheries.
And he is very concerned about what may happen to
Cousens and young Maine lobstermen
Maine’s lobstermen in the future. “The younger gentaking part in the Lobster Leadership
Dealing with fellow lobstermen was often not as
eration had better pay attention to what’s going on.
Institute.
MLA
photo.
pleasant as dealing with Washington. When authorWe’re over-capitalized now. Back in the 1980s we were
ity for lobster management moved to the ASMFC, the
landing 20 million pounds, not 130 million. Until the
Commission required certain regulatory changes including keeping the mini1990s you didn’t make any money lobstering. And now with all these offshore
mum size at 3 ¼” and establishing area management. In the interest of conserboats at $500,000, what are you going to do when things drop off ?”
vation, it also asked lobstermen whether they would prefer to limit the number
Cousens credits the MLA board for providing strong leadership throughout
of traps they fished to 475 or to instead raise the size of the escape vent in their
that time and for being proactive rather than reactive. “I will miss seeing the
traps. At the time Maine lobstermen could fish an unlimited number of traps.
guys on the board,” Cousens said. “I learn what’s going on from them. Arnie
“We polled our members then had meetings to hear what lobstermen wanted
Gamage and I talk just about every week.” But he is done with, as he put it, “the
to do,” Cousens said. “They said they would go with the vent size increase.”
political bullshit. I can have my own personal opinions now. And it’s time for
The next year, when the new rule was due to go into effect, lobstermen protested, loudly. “They held a meeting in Augusta. About 200 guys spoke against
it and maybe nine for it. I told them, ‘Look, we made a deal and we can’t go back

the next generation to step up.”
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